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Student attacked ·n Be fast
by Neil Smith

AN Edinburgh student wa
taken to hospital when a
group of sponsored hitchhikers on their way to Dublin
were accosted in Belfast by a
posse of Protestant thugs.
Tasses Stevens, a second year
student, had to have
four stitches to a gaping head
wound after being assaulted by
locals armed with baseball bats.
But this encounter did not spoil
his enjoyment of this annual
event, which will raise thousands
of pounds for Survival International.
The incident took place at 1.30
am last Sunday morning. Six of
the many hitch-hikers making
their way to Dublin had landed at
Larne at midnight, much later
than planned. A bomb scare had
delayed their ferry. Hitching to
Belfast, the group found themselves on the slipway to the M 1, in
the middle of the no man's land
separating the Catholic and Protestant sectors of the town . While
attempting to flag down a passing
driver, they were approached by a
gang of six or seven locals.
Eyewjtness Yinka Selley said:
"They realised we were hitch-hikers, and the leader said to leave us
alone. But another g_uy wa~ lookp~ychology

ing for a fight , and led them on.
We think they might have been
Prote tants, because he saw our
sign and aimed a punch at Tas-

ses."
As the team ran for safety, Stcvcns and Student reporter Steve
Martin were assaulted with
baseball bats. "Steve had his bag
over his head to deflect the blows.
Just as we were moving off, Ta ses
got hit at the back of the head. He
has a really nasty gash, bleeding
all the way down the back of his
head ."
Mark Leckie, one of the hitchers, wrote "HELP" on one of the
signs and managed to stop a car.
Accompanied by three of his
friends, Tasses was taken to a hospital, where he had four stitches.
The same driver who had assisted
them then drove them from
Newry all the way to Dublin,
arriving at 5 am .
Nursing his wound in a Dublin
pub, Tasses put a brave face on
the night's activities: "I received
Irish
hospitality
at
both
extremes," he said.
Nevertheless, the team have no
regrets. "We don't regret going,"
says Selley. "I really enjoyed it
despite everything." The annual
Survival International Hitch-hike
is a popular and profitable event,
expected to raise £2 ,000 to help
save endangered tribes throughout the world.

We've made it ... the hitch-hikers relax in Phoenix Park in Dublin.
The 100 intrepid adventurers raised £2,000 for S!Jrvival International as well as havin~ a good time.

Hike without a Hitch
by Steve Martin
TWENTY -FIVE hours to get to
Dublin; nine and a half to get back.
The beauty of hitch-biking, as
about one hundred Edinburgh students were reminded last Wednesday, is its unpredictability.
The sponsored hitch has raised
at least £2,000 for Survival International the charity which cam·
paigns ~n behalf of endangered
tribes throughout the world, since
each hitcher was required to get at

least £20 of sponsorship. The final
figure, though, will not be known
until the end of the month.
. Yet, on Friday afternoon, it
seemed unlikefy tllat anyone
would even leave Scotland, the
vast majority having opted to give
the scenic delights of the M6 and
Holy head a miss~ and go via Stran·
raer. They were thwarted by the
combined factors of a bomb scare,
a broken-down ferry' and "unusu·
ally high dem_and", i.e. Seal in~
had forgotten tt was a bank hoh·
day weekend.

Many hitchers who just missed
the 11.30 am ferry didn't leave
Stranraer until 9 pm and sensibly
spent the night at Lame, reaching
Dublin at around lunchtime on
Saturda . An intrepid few con·
tinued to Belfast, where they
unfortunately got on the wrong
end of a baseball bat at the FaiJ
Road!Donegal Road junction at
around 1.30 am.
Dublin aw a picnic in a unhiny Phoenix Park, seriou Guin·
ness appreciation, and much

longed for leep.H' truet.umn
does taste ten times better there.
Although expensive, at around £2
for two halves, it' worth it.

About 20 people tayed in Dublin until fonday, but the majorit
left during unday and bad, it
seems a trouble-free return. o
waiting around for ferri and,
happil , no problems in 8 I fast.

charity, and one that i e. tremely
·active within the Unh el'l'ity. and
second] , the nse of community
created among the hitchers. There
is a real buzz about bein tuck in
the middle of nowhere. and bein
passed b fellow Edinburgh hitch·
ers, who top if the} h 'e room,
and wa'e and boot ifth .> don't.

Who say hitching · clang rou
and no fun? Thi ear Dublin.
The mo t po itive ~pec of the e t ear 8 rlin? C penh n?
weekend were, fi tl , the fund
ou th r .
and con iou raisin for a vital ~
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Communication is . th~ big issue
• Student guides you through the candidates

Gray
·M atter

Listening Labourin

JEFF Liston sees the role of
President as that of a "fundamental link" between the
Andrew Gray has stood for a association and the Student
sabbatical post every year for the body. He believes it is essenlast five years. His ticket is a political one: he stands for the tial to "make EUSA legitiRevolutionary Communist Party. mate again".
Over this time his message has
Speaking to Student on Manbeen as consistent as his candi- day the candidate explained his
dacy: he believes that EUSA campaign and the issues he will be .
inevitably toes a government line, concentrating on. Above all, like
because it is government funded. many of the other candidates in
He does not distinguish between the race he stressed the need for
Conservative or Labour govern- better communication: "I've says "start with student funding
ments in this analysis. EUSA's ·watched past presidents ... they right up to university funding".
teeth are drawn, he believes, in have all ignored fundamenta~ link He suggested that some form of
opposing anything the govern- of communication, we need some- graduate tax may prove the evenment does which would be detri- thing far more direct than sabbati- . tual method of student funding,
but stressed that care was needed
mental to student interests- it is cats have been in the past".
"structurally incapable" of oppos- ~
as some plans for such a tax would
ing government policy. He
He j:Ias no official party politt- "screw students".
·
believes EUSA needs to be inde- cat affiliation, although at last
The 24 year old, Geology stupendent of government and need
weeks hustings he protessed sup- dent, returned the issue of cornat least "two Communist sabbati- port for the SNP. He does how- munication , "if there is no corncats" . A vote for him will lead, he ever think that students are beiJtg munication there is no associasays, to "a fighting union", chal- ignored by politicians: "Students tion , you have to get people
lenging the government on a wide are completely expendable".
believing in the association".
range of student and educational
He also wants EOSA to place
He also revealed his admiration
issues - though he is somewhat much more significance on the for this years SWSS candidate,
reticent as to precisely what form whole education issue. Every- saying, "it would be amazing to
thing needs to be reviewed, he· have Kirsty Reid as President".
this "fighting" will take.

Corish: The ·Voice
A former member of the Lib- however be taken ·t o -take the
eral Democrats, he believes he Advice Place to KB , and build
can be more effective as an inde- more permenant links"
pendent "I hold very strong politi"I aim to press for the reduction
cat opinions, I'm certainly not of student rents. Press the Student
apolitical. I am an independent Accomodation Service and pricandidate because I do not want vate landlords to lower rents,
to represent only a small number' using_ t~e power of the _stud~nt
of students. I want to represent all associatiOn, we could pm-pomt
of them. "
landlords not giving a good deal."
He sees
On the issue of the poll tax he
contact with other areas of the -explains "I haven't paid my Poll
campus as perhaps the most Tax and, although I would never
GERALD Corish, former important aspect of the associa- press anyone not to pay against
Debates Convener and now · tion "I am very much aware of the their wishes, I believe that stuEUSA Presidential candi- lack of communication between dents are being badly treated.
.
date, spoke to Student last EUSA and Kings Buildings, but I . "Above all, th~ Pr~sident's )o_b
F ·d
b t h.
.
. feel that students there do not ts about commumcatwn, and tt ts
n ay ~ ou
IS. ca~patgn want to be taken over by EUSA,. a failure if by the end of the year
fou~dattons an_d hts VIews on and are offended by patronising people don 't know my name. I
the jOb of Prestdent.
EUSA publicity. Steps could will be seen, I will be a voice,

ALL
SOCIETIES
ARE WELCOME TO
ATTEND THE
SOCIETIES COUNCIL
ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

?pm .Wednesday
16th May
in the Highland Room
at the Societies Centre,
The Pleasance.

POLLING STATIONS
Agricultural School
Appleton Tower
Bush Field Station Refectory
Chambers Street House
David Hume Tower Basement
Dental School .
Dick Vet
JCMB
KB Union
KB Centre (North Entrance)
KB Centre (South Entrance)
Law Faculty Office
Library Coffee Room
Mandela Centre
Minto House
Mylne's Court
New College
Pollock Halls Refectory
T eviot Row House Foyer
William Robertson Building

10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
12.30 pm-1.30 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-2.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-2.00 pm
5.30 pm-7.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
5.30 pm-7 .00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm

KIRSTY REGAN, this years
presidential candidate from
the Labour Club, sees the
role as being "about leadership, making sure all the
parts
of
EUSA
come
together".
She pointed out that the
recent redefinition of the sabbaticals jobs will mean they
are "not for the benefit of the
people in them but for students".
She, like the other candidates
stressed the ~eed for more corn· munication saying "It should be in
the job remit that the President
has to go out and talk to people".
As a member of the University
Labour Club, Ms Regan has been .
accused of having divided loyalties and that her politics would
interfere with running the associa-

accusations as "rubbish", saying "there
is no way I can hide my politics,
you have to be upfront about who
you are. I am not going to brainwash students into voting Labour,
I have been against Labour Party
policy in the past and will be so
again in the future".
She also b~lieves her political
knowledge will be an advantage ,
"'W_e need a need a political campa1gn, we _need a leader who
knows the tssues, tomeone who
can see through the beaurocracy."

Reid again

KIRSTY REID of the
Socialist Worker Students
Society is once again standing
for president.
She explained her attitude to
the role, "In the present political
climate, we need a political President, not independents. I stand to
fight, the job is all about accountability." She affirmed her support
for a more aggressive form of
leadership, "The Student Associ- · ?O areas_
students to get
ation does not stand up for stu- mvolved m with the association.
dent rights. I want to lead cam- We must ~~K.e them feel part of
paigns as President, The associa- the assoctatton, and we cannot
tion should be supporting loans allo~ whole areas of the SRC to
and demonstrations .I will not be r;,ulroaded b.y the sabbaticals."
spend EUSA money flying betMs Reid specified accomodaween Edinburgh and London, tion as a vital area where stud~nts
and I am certainly not interested need to go on the offensive"The
in attending private functions."
problem of accomadation will not
"I support the mass campaign · be solved by lobbying private
against the Poll Tax, and I believe landlords to get them to lower
in getting students involved in the their rent. People don"t listen,
anti-poll tax lobby. It is vitally you need an active campaign such
important for students to be part as rent strikes."
of the campaign outside the Uni- • "People shouldn't stand for
versity." She too was keen to elections for themselves. They
_stress more involvement and should stand for students, and.
more communication as key cam- that is why a strong line of campaign issues, "There are currently paign is necessary."

Who Cares?
by Jonathan Trew
·had 14 votes. The remaining can_ _ __;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ didates all had seven votes, apart
.
.
from Samantha Kennedy, who
IT wtll come as no surpnse to most had eight.
people to learn that students are
·
maintaining a high standard of
Many people said that they had
complete indifference to EUSA little idea as to who the candidates
- their representative body. A were, whether they were affiliated
Student survey on Tuesday unco- to any political group ·or what
vered what was already obvious to their aims and policies were. This
most observers: apathy reigns would seem to indicate that the
supreme. From a sample of 200 vote on Thursday will be for many
people, 143 stu?ents indicated people a type of multiple guess
that they would etther not vote or questionnaire with the most likewere, so far, unsure as to who they able face amongst the busting
would vote for. Leading the poll board photographs winning the
was Corish with 23 votes, giving most votes. Assuming, of course,
him a massive lead over his that anyone actually bothers to
nearest rival, Kirsty Regan, who vote .
• • .•

' ; t .....

student

User friendly Rupert
'RE Y L , r vamp and
revitali e' could have be n
Samantha Kenncdy's slogan
for her pr idential election
campaign. Mi · Kennedy ,
who is pre ident of EU
Friend of the Earth ociety ,
is basing her campaign on
green
is ues.
EUSA
i
already recycling its paper ,
due to the effort of the
Friends of the Earth , and
Mis Kennedy would like to
see this extended throughout
KB , George Square and Pot-·
.
lock Halls. She hopes to at o
Mtss
la t
be able to set up glass
d EUS_A administration for not
l
. .
.
. .a!' sendmg a bus to the la t London
a ummtum recychng facthtles anti-loan demonstration , saying
on ~ampu ; the revenue from that this was "denying the stuwhtch would be plowed back dents in Edinburgh the chance to
into EUSA. This idea i et voice their opinions" However
within a wider framework for she secs student loan. as a "t:ealmaking the university as a ~ty" ~Ith_ough she is intent on
'contmumg pressure" . She
.
· ten d s to 1o bb y a po st'bl ~.: La b our
w h. o Ie more environmentally m
fnendly ·
.
government for concrete electoral
AI_thoug~ gre:n ts~ues _arc the promises to scrap student loans
domt,nant a1m_s c1ted m Mtss Ken- and to put students back on th
nedy .s campatgn she al o ~tr~s~cs benefit system.
She is cautiously optimistic of
the l~portance o.f r_cv1tahsmg
~USA s . communtcatton~ and success in the elc lions saying that
m~ormallon network:ro th1s end , she has had "very positive
M1_ss Kennedy pronuses to hold responses" to green poltcies from
tw1ce weekly surgenes at Pollock , students.

Apathy reigns
at Pollock

ON Tuesday night, the hust-

ings campaign trail hit the
usually somnolent bar at Potlock Refectory. There were
as many people present at the
bar as it usually gets in a
whole week. The hustings
themselves
were
less
acrimonious than might have
been
expected,
perhaps
because three of the candidates Chris McKenna,
Alison Brown and Alison
Coventry- seem to share a
broad consensus as to what
EUSA policy should be.
They believe, along with
many of the presidential candidates, that there needs to
be greater communication
between E.USA and students.
All three said that they would
visit students at Pollock, KB,
George Square and in student ,
houses and find out what their ·

FOCUS
.
IT wo':lld be fmr to say t~at
there IS a common feehng
among students that EUSA
officials
and
sabbaticals
spend a lot of time sitting
about
talking and doing
.'
,
.
nothi_ng. Its either that or
total Ignorance. What e~actly
is EUSA? Is it some kmd of
club?
The most telling signs of thi
attitude are first of all in the low
number of applicants for the po ts
on offer - this year's Treasurer

concerns arc. Chris McKenna was
the most strident in this issue, to
the point that he had difficulty in
saying what his policies actually
would be before he became Secretary and started talking to tudents. There was no "emotive
bullshit", he aid, in his opinions.

The "two green Alison ",
as Martijn Quinn, EUSA ecretary put it, emphasised the need
for a greater Green empha is in
EUSA with, for example, bottle.
banks at KB, George Square and
Pollock.
. has gained office unopposed and
~!!any places are unhlled __:_ and
the low proportion of students
that show an interest in voting.
The General Meetings that '
. occur throughout the year rarely
have enough people turning out to
make any decisions made at them
worthwhile. We in the Student
news team are running out of original headlines for the same recu_rring _non- tory - Once Agam
Nothmg Much Happened.
However, EUSA Secretary and
Trea urer, Martijn Quinn and
John Murdoch re pectively, insi t
that EUSA is invaluable for tudents, and that they them ·elve
have managed to achieve a great
deal through it this year.
What EUSA are perhap mo t

the bare facts

from union .
and E
it elf,
coupled with the recdvm of Edmburgh tudcnt to \\ ithdraw their
financial
contribution
from
E A as part of hi plan for \'OIuntary membership of the tudent
union.
Cccil claimed that thi would
gahanize upport from tuuent
as tho e choo ing to remain in
EUSA would then have a known
mterest in the organi~ation and
further, ecil uggested that it
would, promot the accountability of the abbaticals to the . tudent body.
Hi member~hip of thi organiallon lap. d two years ago and h
now dismisses it as "arrogant and
apathetic" saying, "I am 'lightly
amazed that the Edinburgh on-

Only two turn up
by Mark Campanil

WITH ONLY TWO of the
four candidates for EUSA
Secretary able to appear,
Monday's hustings at Teviot
was a decidely low key affair,

.She ~tatcd that Miclwcd: is the
main method of communkation
open to l:USA hut "it has a low
crcdihilit at the moment". She
~aid she would improw it by making sur· that all th • political
so icties and the debating \OCiet
regularly contributed, and that
there was more input from
mature, postgraduate and forei •n
students.

Treasure
returned
unopposed
by N~i l Rafferty

r;ir~t up to the nucrophonc was
DA YID Kno. has been returned
Altson Coventry, declaring that as
unopposed to the position of
secretary of EU Fril•nus of the
I USA Tre;1surcr.
!thou •h
Earth she would be aimmg to
happy at his appointment, Mr
make FUSA and the umvcrsity
Kno. was dlsap[Xlinteu at the lad:
"greener" hy using more green
of competition, "h~'I."Uuse it means
products and providing students
that out of 12,000 students, no one
with more recycling faciltties.
could he bothered to \land. This
Turning to welfare issues, she
sort of thing is ideal ammo for the
said that " USA provide services
government for voluntary student
a lot of people don't know anyunionism."
thing about." Taking the example
of the Advice Place she said that
Mr Knox· (24), sa s that his
more publicity was needed and
mam aum arc "to maintain and
that she would try to improve the
incr~asc the level of spending on
service on offer.
scrv1ccs such as The Advice Place
She criticised U A's lack of
and KB office ·•. He '<tvc the
communication with students,
assurance that EU. A "is hettcr
saying "I've been banging my
Alison Brown
head off the USA wall for the
he also sugge ted changin • off financ1ally than for a long
last year." She pledged to spend Midweek to a magazine format time, there is money to spend on
improvements",
two nights a week in Pollock and and. if viable, printing it on recy- necessary
although he added, "I sec my job
tudent houses to get more people cled paper.
involved in the as ociation. "You
As co-edttor of tudent, he as being there to ensure that the
can recall me ifl don't do this" she claimed that she had the media money i ·not ·quandcred."
added.
and communication · ability to
He admits to no s •pdfic p litiAfter current ecretary Marttjn improve Midweek and
A's cal affiliation, pointing out, ''I'm
Qumn had pleaded with the audi- links with students generally.
politicall independent: thi do .
ence to pay some attention to
"I've
seen
A'·
not mean I'm nece arily a T ry,
what wa being said, the other inadequacies from the mstde
it just means I don't f llo
candidate in attendance, Alison through working on tudent" she
one party line . "
Brown, began her speech.
aid.
criticised for is in their lack of ity from the national pre..
average tudent. "The main j b,'"
coverage and support of antiThey oth claimed that U A he aid, "i to keep ever thing
loans demon trations. A motion were able to act more effectiv Iy operating well."
of no confidence was recently through their autonomy by p tiOne thing that Quinn suggested
placed against the abbatical for tioning the House of Lord and b might be valuable for ne t year·
their failure to end a coach down
etting up a national! covered . abbatical would be f r them to
to a London loans demo.
anti-loans pre conference.
arrange a "marketing trateg; on
Quinn, while stre sing hi
Quinn and Murdoch li ted research" to work out ex cth
oppos1tion to student loans, further E A achievement thi what tudent · want from and'
stated that he was "very plea ed year. The e included, mo t prom- know about the1r
ni n
not to send the buses down". He inently, the late-night bu service facilitie and U A "I didn"t
stre ed the value of EUSA'
running from Bn to quare, the reali. e how e enttal it
till
autonom from the NUS and recently· pcned EU A office at the end of th ·ear," he c mtated that elected official have King' Building , the Pre ident '
"a re pon ibility to u e autonom
Ball, and the bbatical urgerie
in which tudent can tu m up and
towards correct deci ion".
Murdoch
ummed up the di
pr blems.
EUSA philo ophy behind th
Quinn was al keen to . trc.
deci ion by aymg that at bt:. t that m t of the m t · aluable
marche achieve no publicity and
Ived in "thing that will
at worst the achieve bad public"qu!te invi ibl~" t th

o
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Plus ea change, plus ea reste la
meme chose .•.....
The Election Guides for the NUS
and SRC candidates in '76 and
'77 (Before the idea of an amalgamated A ssociation took off), ·
makes for abundant plunder. In
May '76 there are 4 candidates
including a self-proclaimed
"ambidextral" candidate for
senior president, 3 hopefuls for
union president, 4 candidates for
honorary secretary, including

r

focus

the rather lavatorial John Flush,
who is standing on the I.D.G
1
Ticket (International Dung
Group) as "Toilets Convener", .
j
and promises to "Keep politics
I
out of the union toilets", as well
Established 1887
as to "beat the shit out of NUS
48 Plea.mnce, Edinburgh £1/8 9TJ
hacks". Honorary Treasurer
Tel. OJI 558 I I 1718
crawls into the hustings with a
modest two candidates, but then
some years are better than oth- '76 election adresses are the 34
ers.
candidates for the 7 posts of NUS
The most staggering facet of the delegation, which if nothing else

-~

LETTERs·-

ST[)ldeNt

Pilgrim

Dear Student.
Since the editorial in your edi. tion of May 3 saw fit to cast doubt
on my ability to perform my job as ..
Freshers'
Week
Director ·
Dear Student,
adequately, I feel bound to reply.
MANY of my readers (well, Steve)
Your article in this week's StuFirstly, the article is factually have been asking, "Wow, Pilgrim,
dent on the 'theft for charity' of inaccurate. The 'post is not where do you get your hair cut?"
the Moose-head, from
Row~ ~lecte?, but it is chosen through but a few of the ~ore .~lert .ones
Union, raises some points of con- mterview by a panel well-qualified have also been saymg, All right,
cern.
to select the candidate with the now I know how to vote, just what
It seems surprising that your right qual!ties: ~reshers' Week is amlvotin~for?",.soth~re?owf?l
publication
should
condone not chaotic - It ts merely that as lows a brief but Illummatmg dtsbehaviour that would usually · well as b~ing among the cheapest c.ussion of what the differen~ posiresult in disciplinary proceedings and best m t.he country, it is also tJ.on~ are, and of the candidates
against those involved. Student is one of the biggest, always with a aimmg to fill them.
quick enough to condemn the number of events taking place at
President: Theoretical head of
rugby players who trashed KBU, any ?ne time. And your EUSA, in pr~ctice the President
and although the Moose-theft is unspectfied surveys are in corn- can do nothmg other than get
nowhere near as serious, the fact plete conflict with the results of angry about the Government,
remains that · the Grant House the annual Freshers' Week survey make pompous statements to the
float organisers stole and dam- which indicates that Freshers hold press, and be the only person to
aged Union property.
the week in high regard.
turn up at General Meetings. SalThe only reason that discipliFurt~er, I object strongly to the ary: £5,000 pl~s free use of green.
nary proceedings are not being allegatio~s tha,t I 'probably have EUSA sweatsh1~t.
taken is because the Moose-head no expenence . No such person
Deputy President. Good queswas returned quickly, and owing would pass the rigorous interview. tio~. Th~oretical~y in charge ofthe
to the fact that it was an ESCA- And as Convener of ESCA over Umons, m practice totally redl}norganised charity event.
the last year I have organised Rag dant • Salary ~5,000 plus free
However, I think you would be Week, Mini Rag Week, and use of Potterrow JUkebox.
well advised to consult the Union countless other major events.
Treasurer: Responsible for all
before printing an article such as
Finally, absurd suggestions that
this in the future. If charges had ~he post. should be replaced by a Association finances, and making
ProfessiOnal Conference Team' the coffee at SRC meetings so that
been brought under the Union
Discipline Laws, Student could is contrary to the whole spirit of the real business can be discussed
well have been accused of trying EUSA: By Students For Stu- whilst they are out of the room.·
Yawns a lot and scratches armpit
to influence the Disciplinary sub- dents.
~t GM. Not chosen !or conversa- '
Yours sincerely,
Committee's findings. .
tlon or good looks, with the excepChris Smith,
Yours sincerely; .
Freshers' Week Director tion of this year'~ incumb~nt. SalJ.{od Gillies,
ary £5,000 (officially, but m pracTeviot Row House Convener
tice the protection schemes and

student
must have made for a marathon the EUSA elections were about
hustings session. And anybody and who they were going to vote
who
is inclined to think that we for. It is vital that students vote
1
/have progressed from those hal- in the association elections. A
cyonaays neecLooJY. peruse the , poor turnout lays the association
1
election a dresses of the hopefuls·· and the students that it rep refor Environment Convener in .' sentsopentounchallengablegovorder to set themselves straight. ernmental claims that student
union membership should be
A Student survey carried out last non-compulsory, and the day
Tuesday revealed that out of 200 that happens is truly the day that
George Square students, only 58 student democracy comes to an
had any coherent idea of what end.
prostitution racket usually net
Everybody else (SRC reps,
£25,000 at least. Tax free.).
Save-the-Whale Commie Pinko,
Secretary: Responsible for corn- Affairs
Convener,
External
munication. Usually illiterate, col- Affairs etc., you know the score by
our blind, or under arrest. Neither now): Responsible for whichever
here-nor-there accent an advan- bit of petty quibbling they want
tage, the Secretary is always the really. The most amazing thiJig
person on demos trying to get the about these people is that they
crowd to sing "Maggie's Farm" genuinely believe that you are
even though they don't know the interested in whatthey have to say.
The Candidates: Completely
words. Salary £5,000 plus free
uniforQI and indistinguishable
badge.
Faculty Conveners: Spend their bunch saying the same things
year in office in hiding from the except for the extreme left and
look of things. Can you name Tory candidates who are so earyours?
nest about what they are saying
Publications Board Convener: that it is quite touching, really.
Does absolutely nothing, not a They're occasionally good for a
stitch, except when faced with laugh too.
The real tragedy about all this is
some major crisis such as a disputed editorial succession at Stu- that nobody cares and thus no one
dent when they will find some poor ever takes the blame for the appalmug who's birthday it is and who ling mess everythin$ is. If you
is having an essay crisis and get think the candidates are boring, go
them to sort it out by saying,, and vote RCP to put the wind up
"Toby, could you do me a small everyone, but either way, go out
·and vote or you'll have no one to
. favour?". Bastard.
Freshers'
Week
Director: blame but yourself. Live In Fear!
Responsible for that annual orgy
of vomiting and failed sexual
encounters. Always a man, who
only does it so he can have the pick
of the Fresher girlies. Why more
Ub1JHI11MI
FW Directors aren't clubbed to
ANAGER:
Simon Horrocks
death by the general public is an
DVERTJSJNG:
Mathew NicoU
eternal mystery to me.
StephenBax
Transition Convener: If anyDeborah Macleay
body finds the Transition ConTUDENTNEWS
Deirdre Mackint h
, vener's purpose, could they please
ER VICE:
Michael Barron
hand it in to the EUSA offices.
ROMOTJONS:
Mark Sommervill
Debates Convener: Argues a
Caroline Workm
ISTRIBUTION:
Stephen Fraser
lot. Hanging's too good for them if
OMPUTER
you ask me.
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An American Abroad
.

.

Haggis and
·bagpipes? Page
Dickinson, an
A·merican student
from Middlebury
College, Vermont,
talks about the
experience of a year
at Edinburgh.
I was just sitting there, minding
my own business over a cup of coffee, whe~ he approached me.
"Excuse me," he said, nicely
enough. "We've just been talking
at that table ove·r there, and we
were wondering ... You 're American, right?"
Ouch. Here it was, the end of
October, and after nearly a month
of furiously trying to assimilate
into life in Scotland, I might as
well have had stars and stripes tattooed across my forehead.
"It's that obvious?" I asked
him. He just nodded and laughed
and returned to his friends. He
had won the bet, and it hadn't
even been much of a risk.

. Yes, I am American, studying
t~ Edinburgh for the year, and

I v~ lear.ned not to cringe at my
nat10nahty, or to try to mask it
with foreign clothes or an
·assumed accent. It comes as no
surprise, I suppose, that acceptance has been an important part
of my experience abroad; but I
never expected that it would be
myself I would learn to accept.
Coming to Edinburgh was for
me, entering a foreign experi~nce
that was only partially related to
passport control at Heathrow.
The size and atmosphere of this
university were as new to me as
the names of the streets. After
two years at a rural college of2000
stu.dent~, enrolling in a large city
umverstty meant really going out
on a limb, never mind the fact that
I was going across the Atlantic!
It took some time to adjust, and
even more importantly, it took
relentless energy to make myself
constantly willing and eager to do
so. But there is an undeniable
though surprising, phenomena~
which occurs when a person is
shoved off into a foreign situation.
Rather than hiding from the newness of my surroundings, I foun'd ·
myself embracing it . I became
more daring rather than more
timid.
When people are too comfortable with their surroundings, Iazi-

ness comes easily. But in this completely new situation , I became
surprisingly courageous and willing to stick my neck out. Suddenly I was signing up for a ·
weekend at Firbush with a group ·
?f complete strangers, and Iearnmg to canoe in a swimming pool.
Why not? I had nothing to lose. ·
I t~ink it was the heightened
consciOusness of my surroundings, which came as an inevitable
res~lt of the foreign atmosphere,
:-vhtch. c?mbatted laziness not only
m acttytty, but also--and perhaps
more tmportantly--in my mind .
At home it had become too easy
to accept things as they were simply because they were that way;
here I found myself constantly
ques~ioning: Why do those people
act hke that? And why does it
make me react like this?
I was less willing to offer instant
acceptance of the world around
me, but not at all unwilling. In ·
fact, my questioning actually led
~e to greater acceptance, confusmg as that sounds. I hesitated to
pass judgment on anything (or
anyone) without exploring it in
depth, yet the things I faced still
passed the test, hands down. My
mind was opened to people who
eat Marmite and watch Neighbors
religiously, and I found them to be
a lot less alien than I had
expected. In fact, more often than
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not, we had a lot in common.
Certainly, the differences between life in Edinburgh and the life
I led as an American college student last year are abundant. But it
is the similarity between the two
existences which stands out in my
memories of the last nine months .
Okay, so my memories take place
at ceilidhs or on the Royal
Mile ... the laughing and the talking could have happened in Timbuktu,
But it would be unfair to say
that I haven't changed as a result.
My mind has worked twice as
quickly this year1 confronting.
things it never would have see-n or
pondered in America. And I have been able to accept these new
ideas of mine as well as those of
the people around me. I have
grown up a lot, there is no doubt
about it.
•------------Here it is, May already, and it's
No, I'm still the same person I
been a long time since anyone was when I arrived, American
asked me out of the blue if I am passport and all. Well, no, not the
American (at least not before I've same person--but it hasn't been
opened my mouth!). I've found anything specifically Scottish
Scottish slang working its way into which has changed me, nothing a
my vo~abulary and have grown tourist can find wrapped in tartan
accustomed to ordering pints. But paper in a shop on Princes Street.
while I know I'll be able to enter- Edinburgh's influence on me has
tain my American friends with the been subtle, but distinct. And
stories of haggis suppers and men something tells me next time I
in kilts which they are so eager to come back , I may even go
hear, I'm far from being a fully unnoticed in the local coffee shop.
·
fledged Scot.
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Arena
IN the UK a little-visited region called Northern Ireland occupie le
than 10 per cent of the total land
mass. This small region is occupied
by less than 10 per cent of the total
population. And yet if we were to
infer from this, that the UK is a violent place, where there is much
"white on white" violence; if I were
to say that this was because of the
warring tribal factions of the Catholic
and Protestant tribes; I would probably be laughed at for my naivety.
After all, Northern Ireland is not representative and there are no tribes in the
UK. The "white on white" violence is simply sectarian.
The KwaZulu homeland in Natal South
Africa, has been the setting for ~iolent
clashes between Inkatha and ANC members. Inkatha certainly has ethnic strands
that run along its back. But the AN
in
contrast , are non-racial, with members
from every racial grouping in South Africa .
Even Afrikaners! KwaZulu is run by Chief
Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthclezi and
occupies less tha·n 5 per cent of the total
South African land mass and has less than
10 per cent of the total South African populatiOn. And yet the world judge on the
basis of such a small group.
This is not to down-play the seriousness
of the situation in KwaZulu but if the situation was reversed I dare say that the world
could point a finger in the direction of
Northern Ireland and draw the same conclusions that we are in danger of drawing in
the South African situation.
. It seems far more sensible to try to put
mto context the violence in KwaZulu with
respect to the whole of South Africa as well
as attempting to explain the real motivation behind this violence. To this end I
,relate an interview with a member of
lnkatha's Central Committee (CC).

5

A double agenda?
The CC member went on to ay that :
:·'I?ey (the vigilante ) were sub equently
JOm~d by criminal elements who had been
spec1ally relea ed from long-term jail entences und~r the promise that if they eliminated certam numbers of people belonging
to the (pro-ANC) UDF or Co atu they
v.:owd be given a general amnesty fo; their
cnmes and be paid handsomely."
The man, speaking on the condition that
he would not be named, said that a number
of CC members and supporters of
Buthelezi saw violence as a "political
asset" ~sit was "the only political campaign
that gJVes Inkatha some prominence as
well as a stake in current outh African
politics" .
The violence ensured that no solution to
South Africa's problems could be considered without Inkatha . He added that the
Inkatha vigilantes who attack people were
' a minority in the organisation. "They are
unemployed people mostly recruited into
Inkatha youth training camps that were
e tablished at the beginning of the 1980s
when Chief Buthelezi promised to stop the
boycotts."
These revelations from a
member
confirm many of the suspicions that
Buthclezi's Inkatha arc largely re ponsible
for the violence in the KwaZulu!Natal
area . A further problem exists in the near
total indemnity that the police give to the
Inkatha vigilantes . The police in South
Africa are largely drawn from the
Afrikaner right wing . They have no love
for the ANC nor for President De Klerk.lt
is perhaps an acid test for De Klerk as to his
control over the Afrikaner dominated
police force.
One thing is clear. The peace-loving,
self-proclaimed chief of the Zulus, Gatsha
Buthelezi, is a man with a double agenda

Steve Talbot would like to stress that is is
not a spokesperson for Anti-Apartheid.

Sop~y ~iggins

reported la t week that conflict in outh
Afr_Jca IS as much black again t black, a it i black again t
whit~. Stev~ Talbot argues that such report may be
l~ad1~g us m to a serious misinterpretation of the current
sltuatwn.

Photo: lOAF

The lnkatha and police in Durban

Nice guys finish last
Is Canada the forgotten country of
North America, overshadowed by
its larger and more powerful
neighbour? Canadian Carl
Honore has had enough of his
country as being seen as nice,
unassuming and boring, and
yearns for the day when another
Ben Johnson-type scandal will
again prope1 Canada into the
forefront of world attention.

WHENEVER the Canadian Prime
Minister, Brian Mulroney, shows up
at an economic summit of the "Big
seven", he looks very much like a
child who has wandered accidentally
into a gathering of adults- bewildered, excited, hopelessly out of
place and yet eager to impress. Even
to me he seems Lilliputian, smaller
than everyone and everything
around him. Perhaps this doesn't ay
a great deal, but Mrs Thatcher looks
like she could crush him in an armwrestle.
At photo sessions, he is the one who is
always laughing conspiratoriaJly, as though
in appreciation of a joke to which only he
and George Bush are privy. With a smile
that cannot wilt, he is never finished shaking hands and slapping backs. Somehow he

always manages to wiggle his way into the
centre of the official portrait.
All the same, it is a losing battle that
Brian is waging and so we should temper
our laughter with comiseration. After all,
what task is more thankless than trying ti
interest the world in a country that is universaJly perceived to be uninteresting?
My first week at Edinburgh University
back in 1985, brought home to me th~
unsettling fact that I hailed from a country
that did not matter to anyone. The first
speaker at Over eas Students' day, a jovial
English lecturer, spewed out hearty welcomes reaching right through the alphabet:
from Australia to Zimbabwe. When he
asked whether anyone had been overlooked, the African student beside me bellowed out "Ghana". The lecturer
apologised . A meek voice from the back of
the room (Canadians are always sitting at
the back of the room) sugge ted "Canada".
Evidently, the voice went unheard since
something reassuring about visas was
already being mumbled at us.
How extraordinary, I thought. Surely
that jovial English lecturer must know
some cousin or nephew, or friend-of-the
milkman living somewhere in the Great
White orth. Canada has been, and till is
the cho en refuge for many of those fleeing
Britain. It is a member of the Commonwealth and its political ystem is ba ed on
We tmini ter. And yet, if Britain has a
"special relationship" with anyone it is the
U.S .A.
In fact it takes a grisly massacre (not an
especially Canadian phcnomenom) or
some such appalling calamity (a national
election, for example) to vault Canada into

Britain's national dailies. Since the e are
thin on the ground, the British public has to
turn to.stereotypes and hearsay. Be ides,
in a world crowded with countries, it i · only
too natural that people, not ju t the
British, should want to pigeon-hole other
countries into small, easy boxes.
It is easier to imagine Canada as a vast.
cold place where everyone play ice-hockey and either lives happily in Toronto, or
huddled up defensively in Quebec. Even
for the Canadian, it is sometime easier to
play along with this perception, rather than
try to explain Canada and its complexitie:;
in twenty words or less.
Canada's problem is one of image. The
results of a U . . survey arc telling. Canada
ranked in the top five in two categories:
"most boring" , and "most liveable ... Certainly. there is a connection between the
two .
People want to live in peaceful. clean.
efficient surrounding : they want affluence
and breathtaking natural beautv within
easy reach . What people do not want 1s
ews full of other people enjoying these
things .
lt i no use telling anyone. that Canada is
many leap. from utopia. that 11 too i ·
afflicted by pollution. poverty, . exual di. crimination as well a racial and lingui~tic
strife . othing can alter the near-univcr al
conviction that there is nothing more than
tedious harmony in anada.
anadiam themselvc bol. tcr thi~ image
abroad. Mol on peddles it. beer on British
T .V. with a dull but likeable mounty . In a
nauseatingly traight-off-the-farm voice,
Air Canada boa t · that it taff are "relaxed , informal and fnendl .. . their born

that way". They may as well have added
"boring" to the list. No excitement please,
we're Canadian.
What a relief when Ben Johnson wa
nabbed for an Olympic scandal. t la t, a
anadian had elbowed his way onto front
page around the world. That he got there
by way of an outrageou · piece of cheating
was a godsend. lt gave anadian their fir t
ta tc of that wicked delight that come of
being one step away from eedy dealing .
But image i a tirele s beast. oon the
scandal wa snatched away from anada
and made the property of the international
athletic community . Vahantly, anadians
battled for the ignomony that wa rightfully theirs, tripping over each other to air
as much filthy laundry a would quceze
into the everal-month inquiry in Toronto .
All to no avail. though .
Perhap the elf- erving acrimon) now
swirling around the 1eech lake constitutional accord might end up fini hing the
job Ben John on began . If o. what a
dreadful dilemna for Canada: balkani atJon or boredom.
The me age i clear hort of a ·ordid
break-up into ep 'rate tate . . there i little
anada can d in the hort-run to prove
it. df more than a placid nation of nice,
quiet un candolou people who und like
merican . and who. l: zodiacal i n i the
t plc leaf.
To change thing. in th~ Ion >-run.
dians mu t fir. t et th ir O\\n hou
in
order.
ood tarting point \\Ould b ~ to
en ·ure that e ·crv car a n.:, l nahl
amount of anadia~ arc not born rcla d.
informal and friend! .
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Pressing Problems
Student faces money and computer problems. Michael Barron reports on
student papers in Romania, who have even greater problems.
thing termed "anti- Romanian~\ If
.one printer refuses to publish

CENSORSHIP is only one of
many problems restricting
freedom of the press, but

material there is not the choice of
trying another as there are only 5
spread throughout the country.
This is a problem faced by
"Napoca Universitara"(NU) the
student newspaper of the University of Cluj .
The newspapers "NU" ilnd
"Ing" have been publishing every
2 weeks for approximately 15

ironically
attracts
the
greatest publicity in such
countries as South Africa,
China and until recently the
Soviet Bloc countries. An
explosion in the number of
newspaper titles published in
E
E
a~crn

mo~hubro~hl~---~--~~-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~-~~~ .fi~udili~ilieo~~row

its own problems. Problems I
which restrict press freedom
as effectively, if not more so
than the censors did under
the communist regimes.
There are ways of getting
around censors or subtly
showing disapproval of the
.

regtme. Lack of resources
and unreliable machinery are
harder
problems
to
overcome.
"lng" the student newspaper of
Bucharest Polytechnic, fought
hard just to get that title. It is an
abbreviation of the Romanian
word
for
engineer.
The
authorities tried to insist on the ·
word "communist" appearing in
the title as it did in most other
papers. They were forced to print
reports about communist party

congresses, conferences and being given . to those . papers
plenums. To show their disap- backed by political parties. The
proval none of the journalists result is that "lng" and other stuwould be credited with the story, dent newspapers can not even be
the name of the paper would , printed now.
merely be put at the end of the
These and other Romanian
article. To counter-balance a newspapers such as "Oblio", a
quarter page on the communist cultural paper in Bucharest, have
party, there would be a full page to produce their paper with few
· si·de a bout Jazz
·
st ory m
or another typewriters, no photocopiers and
topic of interest to students which no typesetting computers. The
the authorities would often pro- calculations to put the copy in coltest about.
umns have to be worked out manIt is not so easy to get around ually, by counting the number of
paper shortages, lack of equip- characters and spaces in each artiment, lack of money or cl~. The journalists often have to
unco~perative printers. Paper stay up to the early hours of the
supplies were scarce under the morning preparing their paper.
communis~s in Ro~ania but there Where a photocopier might stand
~ere less ~1tles published, with the in the office there is a camp bed
mcrease m the number of titles, instead.
.
som~ papers have to lose out. As
There is no guarantee that after
electiOns approach, priority is . all this effort has been put in, the

. paper ·will be printed. Even if
there is newsprint to print the
newspaper on, the journalists still
have to run the gauntlet of the
. printers themselves. There are
few printing presses in the country, a legacy from the Ceaucescu
regime and its strict regulation on
the spread of information. There
. is a lot of pressure on the printer's
time and machinery. Machinery
which is old and unreliable. The
printers themselves are also unreliable in their attitude to what they
will publish. Their way of thinking
was
conditioned
under
Ceauce~cu, so they are used to
being censored and hesitate to
publish anything which might be
controversial or was forbidden
under Ceaucescu. This includes
. attacks on the present government, religious articles and any-

of the communist regime should
herald their demise but they do
not intend to be beaten so easily.
1Although neither paper is being
published at the moment due to
what they describe as "technical
difficulties", this is a time of great
opportunity for them and they
want to take full advantage of it.
Th e po ten t.I aI to pnnt
· wh at t hey
like and truly represent the
interests of Romanian students
are their dreams COllie true. They
no longer have to submit their
. copy for approval to the censors.
The exhilarating sense of freedom
is tempered by anxieties and trustrations caused by the uncertainty
of whether they will be able to
·produce the next edition of the
· paper. At the moment production
of the next issue is a miracle.

Summer is coming . ••
Think about your holiday plans
NOW at the

CENTRE
• Student charter and scheduled flights

• Late date flights and package deals

•·Cheap under 26 European rail tickets

• USA/Australia/Canada/Far East

•

• Discounted ferry tickets

• Cheap Deals!

Call in now to the student travel experts
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Science
Report
Shattered
Greenhouse
Measurements made from space
since 1979 provide no evidence of
global warming by the Greenhouse
Effect. Two satellites owned by the
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration monitored
global temperarures for 10 years.
The temperatures for 6 out of the
10 years were average; 1983 and
1987 were exceptionally warm
years while 1984 and 1986 were
much cooler. These variations had
nothing to do with the Greenhouse
Effect. They were believed to be
caused by the mysterious "El Nino"
- dramatic changes in ocean currents
which severely disrupts normal
weather patterns.

Legislation barring foreigners with
HIV from entering the USA has just
been enacted in Washington D.C. in
an attempt to limit the spread of
AIDS in the country. The World
Health Organisation has condemned the move claiming that the
legi slation does little to protect
public health, but undermines
human rights instead.

Small is Beautiful

Price
t:he
Universe?
CERN - the European Organisation for Nuclear Research harbours a dragon 27km in length in
mi~lions

of times as hot as the sun. But this
is no mythological creature - this
is the Large Electron - Positron

The world's physicists are playing
with fire , Chris S. Page unravels
the knots as they try to discover
the secrets of the universe .

Supercollider ( SSC) . This new collider is will be in the region of 80
Km in circumference with an estimated cost of more than $7m , it is

or so underground near Geneva in

collisions around ten times more

Switzerland .
Priced in hundreds of millions

energetic than any of the present
colliders . Plans to step up research

of pounds , you could be forgiven

are also being carried out at CERN ,

for asking why anyone wants to go

as European scientists hope to use
the same LFP collider tunnel for a

to such expense and effort to make
a machine whose sole purpose is
to bash a few electrons into a few

proton - proton collider as well .

positrons ( positron - antimatter ,

But perhaps the most important
question still lies in whether the an-

opposite of an electron ). It may

swers they find are are worth the

be a good idea to point out that the

expenses involved , or whether the
value of science can even be calculated in mere monetary term~ . Who
can calculate the value of Newton's

the first few moments of the Big

Chaos Theory is the science of nonlinear dynamics and has found applications in diverse fields such as
meteorology and computer graphics. · Researchers in America now
believe that Chaos Theory can also
be applied to living organisms.
Lif~ they say, is inherently chaotic.
Any deviation from the chaotic to
the orderly state is a forewarning
of disease. So the more regular a
person's heartbeat becomes, the
greater the likelihood of a heart attack. Weird science, isn't it?

have been set for a Superconducting

projected to support proton - proton

ing particles that were present in

Chaotic Life

in a race to find the building blocks
of the universe , in America , plans

(LEP) collider buried 100 metres

LEP collider is capable of creat-

If you think the integrated circuit or
the CD-ROM represent the ultimate
in minarurization technology, think
(or rather look) again. Scientists are
now able to create letters of the alphabet using individual atoms.
Researchers at IBM laboratories
(obviously) in California used a
scanning runnelling microscope to
manipulate individual Xenon atoms
to spell "IBM" (magnified here 4
million times) . .Such a small typeface would theoretically allow hundreds of copies of Encyclopaedia
Britannica to be stored on a single
sheet of A4 paper!
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Bang but are thought to be almost

discoveries ? And did Newton think

extinct in the modem universe .
Just as huge telescopes attempt to
see further into space to detect

of the wholesale value of his theories when he was compiling them ?

radiation from stars that were sent
on their way long ago , so the cot-·

The answer is probably that no sci entist really knows the value of his
Aerial view of the LEP collider at Geneva, Switzerland.

liders try to recreate conditions that

work at the time he is working on it
, or even in his own lifetime .

existed way back at the birth of

would seem reasonable to assume

powerful than the CERN 's collider

time and space in a kind of scien-

that the deeper we go the better the
pictureoftheuniversewe canpaint.

; the other is the Stanford Linear Accelerator Centre ( SLAC), there

entists hope to find explanations
for the behaviour of the universe

There are two other colliders in

they also use electron - positron col -

the world , both in America . One is

lisions , but do not have the same

But if human know ledge is to stretch
to the limits of the universe, it would

on an extremely fundamental level

the Fermilab's Tevatron in Illinois,

facilities for data collection as

seem that more money than ever is

, and althougp no one is sure of

which uses proton and antiproton
collisions , which are much more

CERN does .
As all these centres are locked

going to be required .

tific time machine. From this sci-

how fundamental we can go it

Matter is made up of atoms. Atoms
have two main parts - a nucleus,
which is a cluster of protons and
neutrons in the centre of the atom,
and a cloud of electrons that encircle
the nucleus.
Protons and neutrons are made
up of two even smaller particles
called up and down. These are
members of the family of particles
called Quarks. Electrons have a
particle associated with them called
an Electron Neutrino that has no
electric charge and pas.ses through
most matter without interacting at
all. The Electron and the Electron
Neutrino are members of a family

Quick Guide to
Particle Physics
of particles called Leptons.
There are 6 particles in both the
Lepton and the Quark families. Each
of these particles has a mirror particle called an anti-particle - collectively known as anti-matter. When
a particle and its anti-matter meet
they annihilate each other.

Another set of particles called
Bosons are thought to transmit
forces berween other particles , gravity , weak and strong forces and the
Electromagnetic force.
Only Electrons , Electron Neutrinos , up and down are likely to be
found in the modem universe . The

No one knows what these new
colliders will uncover or even if they
will fmd anything at all of any use .

other eight particles are thought to
have existed in the Big Bang . Large
particle colliders , like the one at
CERN , were built so that scientists
could accelerate particles in opposite directions around the huge tunnels , using magnets, to a very high
speed (near the speed of light) and
smash them together causing a Cloud
of energy. The scientists can then
study how the cloud behaves when
the energy condenses into particles
and hopefully fmd the evidence of
the other eight particles and also find
out about the Bosons that control the
forces between these particles.
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Sally Trench lived amongst the junkies and ~eths
drinkers. Her best selling autobiography, Bury Me m My
Boots, was published in 1968 and sold throughout the
world and was translated into 14 different languages. In
1975, Project Spark started in London. This w~s Sally's
charity which ran a school for delinquent and d1~rupt1ve
children from her own home . In September this year,
twenty-two years after her first book, Sally Trench's
second book is to be published.
STUDENT: What was the major influence in your life
at sixteen that made you want to help these people- going
against the grain. of the so-called civilised world? .
.
SALLY: I didn't want to do it, I just sort of fell m to It.
I was rebelling against my upper-class background and
didn't like what my parents stood for, I suppose my
catholic, convent school education gave me a christian
background and that was why I was aware, when I .wal~ed
across Waterloo Station , of these people. The mam thmg
was they were rejected and I felt rejected too- I had been
chucked out of school and I knew my parents were
disillusioned with me, thus I had an empathy with other
rejects.
St: What made you think that you were the person to
help them?
S: I didn't, I was there to help myself. I gave them tea
and coffee, as that was witQin my limitations of living at
home.
St: What did your parents think about this?

Religion is like sex, a very
private affair, like you don't
go round the next morning
shouting I've had sex with so
and so.
S: Oh they didn't know to begin with. I used to shin
down the drainpipe at night. Fortunately, the local police
knew who I was and didn't arrest me for breaking and
entering!
St: Why's that?
S: One night, when I reached the pavement, a large
hand landed on my shoulder. The constable had watched
me climb out of my bedroom window but thought I was
making my getaway. I professed my innocence and
proved it by unlocking the garage door to get my bike out.
He was baffled by the fact I didn't use the front door until
I explained where I was going and why and that the stairs
from my room creaked and that my father was a light
sleeper.
St: The Si m on Community ran hostels for the down and
·
outs. How did you get involved?
S: I was helping out in one of the hostels when a TV
crew was there .and Anton, Simon's organiser saw me on
film and sought me out and asked me to help him.
St: Why you? You had no background training and
were only a teenager.
S: I had two things in my favour, tons of compassion and
identity with them.
St: In Bury Me In My Boots, you use some
psychological terminology. Have you had training?
S: Do I?!!! No. I must have picked it up from An ton. He
was a trained probation officer and studied a lot of
psychology. I did work with him very closely for two
years.
St: All this time, you were dealing with adults. But you
have spent the last twenty years working with children.
How did that come about?
S: It started with me conning money for and giving fixes
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to the Beatniks around Trafalgar Square.
St: You actually condoned th~ use of main line drugs?
S: No, everytime I gave one of the junkies a fix, I would
reduce the input of whichever drug he of she might be on.
I came to that old conclusion that prevention is better than
cure. After my book was published, I went to America
and worked with junkies in Harlem. That was in 1968 and
it was a very exciting time, I had a dilemma in that I knew
I had all this money pouring in from this book in England
and I didn't want to end up like my parents with a house
and swimming pool when I met a 9 years old Puerto Rican
boy named Jake. Now he was on cocaine .an~ heroin . He
died when he was 12 from an overdose. Th1s k1d and I used
to go up onto the flat roofs of the tenement buildings
where he used to inject himself. One day, we were up
there and a pastor ... parson ... priest, call him what you
will - he wore a dog collar; and he came up, saw that I
wasn't a junkie and so lost interest, them turned to my
little black friend Jake and said 'son, do you go to church?'
and this nine year old kid replied 'Nah, I don't go to no
church' and the parson said, 'Son, do you have any kind of
religion at all?' and he sai<:J 'Yes sah, I'm a Black
Christian'. This parson turned round and said 'You're just
black'. I couldn't believe it, I was on my feet and my arm
was back to hit this silly little man on his silly little nose,
when this kid who had never read the bible, never been to
church, didn't have any religion, put a restraining arm on
mine and he said 'Sal, don't hit 'im, even the adequate
need understanding.' It blew my mind. And it was with
this boy in mind when I came back to England , I knew
what I was going to do, that money had to be for J ake- so
I started my own charity for disturbed and· delinquent
schoolchildren, called Project Spark.
St: In between America and Spark in London , you
married.
S: Yes a widower with six children. I then had two of my
own before splitting up with my husband and moving to
London.
St: How did you manage to start Spark, with no
. qualifications or real experience.
S: I walked into the local comprehensive and told the
headmaster to send me his six worst, bovver-booted
horrors and I would have them back in full-time education
next term. My part of the deal was that if I succeeded, he
would talk to his bosses in ILEA (Inner London
Education Authority) about running a full time unit out of
my home. Anyway, these kids walked in and I asked them
what their interests were and they said sex and booze,
which stopped me in my enthusiasm because there was not
a lot I could do about either. or so I thought, but then it
occurred to me that we could make some beer and that
become the first maths lesson.
St: You had a family who lived in the same house as this
school. How do you feel Spark affected their lives?
S: My own children were at school and by the time they
were home, most of the spark kids had left. I give you a
quote of my youngest, when he was about eleven, I asked
him if he felt Project spark had affected his life, he thought
very carefully and replied_that if had probably affected
him for the better due to the extra amenities that belong to
a school and the interaction with the kids.
St: These kids could be described as maladjusted,
delinquent and some of them have taken part in criminal
theft or acts of violence, were you not afraid that your own
children might be influenced?
S: No, becaused I don't think they mixed with them
enough to be influenced and anyway, my own love and
discipline overan whatever happened to the children, I
had enough faith in my standing with my children and
enough faith in my children that they knew the difference
between right and wrong.
St: Why did you send your children through private
education?
S: They were obviously unhappy where they were and I
wasn't happy with what I saw in the State System.
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St: Do you believe m gomg to church!
S: No. I believe there is a necessity for the church in this
world but I also believe in Koran and a lot of other things
but I don't think it has got to be a specific church.
St: How did you see yourself when you lived on the
streets? You were called the 'Christian' by the Beatniks,
so did you see yourself as a Mother Theresa type person?
S: No, religion does not come into mu daily life in terms
of other people, it only comes in terms between me and
my God. It's like having sex, a very private affair, like you
don't go round the next morning shouting I've had sex
with so and so, I didn't and still don't go round preaching
about God, trying to influence people in terms of my
religion,
·
.
St: After you book came out, some people tried to
proclaim you as a saint - did you feel saintly?
S: No, becaused I damn well knew I wasn't. Society
loves to pigeon~hole people and that was how they wanted
to pigeon-hole me - I knew the truth and God certainly
knew the truth.
St: In 1984, you returned to the road for a week so that
an Epilogue could be added to the reprint of Bury Me In
My Boots. In that epilogue, you described the people you
saw now on the streets as " nouveau-riche dossers" . What
is the difference?
,
S: The dossers I mixed with in the Sixties were physically
sick people and they were often results from the last wasin 1984, I was dealing with a completely different
generation who were not results of the war, they had
chosen to leave home, some in order to find employment,
others for the excitement, but had chosen this way of life
and chosed to drink their way through this life. Now my
old dossers were quite a different situation because they
were results of the war.
St: Were there any "old dossers" in 1984?
S: Very few. They weren't on the charitable runs as the
rest of them were from Cardboard City. They had been
pushed out by the younger fold.
St: What if the cause of the homeless situation in
London?

·s: I think that it is society, government, family and
individuals which are at fault. The difference is, in the
60's, when someone dropped out, it was for some specific
reason - they all had one thing in common - they had all
. been upset by something very personal in their lives.
Today that is not the case. There is a minority who could
help themselves but the majority is a result of
Thatcherism, bright-lights-big-city and laziness.
St: Is there an answer? A solution? A person?
S: It is an education- I don't think any individuals going
to change it, I haven't and nobody else will. I think it has
got to be a process of an education through-youth that they
must not expect everything. Life on the whole is going to
be boring - life is boring - and they must be disciplined
enough to accept the boredom and the lows with the highs
and people who are just seeking highs are going to end up
· like this.
St: Towards the end of the 80's, Spark closed down.
Spark I went first followed by Spark 11, even though you
· had an excellent track record in returning delinquent
children to full time education. Why?
S: That was policy. Policy by ILEA to close off-site
units - basically, they were running out of money and they
weren't going to support a small project however good.
We would be one of the first to go - I was always too
independent for the authorities. They were not interested
in the fact we were doing a good job, they would not have
been interested if we had been doing a bad job - save
money, so we closed.
St: What can be done for these kids now?
S: Well I think one has got to go back to the roots. The
roots are the basis of society and family life and caring for
each other has completely gone out of the window. and as
•long as it is out of the window, nothing is going to be done
·for th'em . We have got to make the next generation of
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parents learn to care for their kids and reali e that they
have got to pull their own finger out instead of expecting
other people to do it for them . .
St: Can this be dome with the present education
system?
S: No, I don't think so. The whole of our educational
system is appalling and we arc way, way behind the rest of
Europe. A lot of money has to be put into it. firstly,
teachers have got to be paid properly and it must not be a
second class thing which it is at the moment. I you pay the
teachers properly and give them dignity and self respect
then they are going to provide it for the children. A lot
more money and a lot more training have got to be put in.
St: Is the Public School sy tern better?
S: It is better in most cases because there is more
money. I actually believe in difference education system
because competition is healthy . I don't think single sex
schools arc particularly good and believe that they should
go co-ed.
.
St: You have a second book about to be published, 22
years after your last one. How long has this been on your
mind - a second book that is?
S: I had it in mind to write a book, 5 years ago, and I
started taking down notes them.
St: What is this book about?
S: This book is about the children in Spark. So this time.
it is not really an autobiography but more of a biography
of the kids. It is the story of the Project. It is all factual.

The whole of our educational
system is appalling and we are
way, way behind the rest of
Europe.
St: Why has it taken 20 years for a sequel to Bury Me In
My Boots?
S: Because I have had nothing to say before. I'm very
retarded, it took me twenty years for my first book and
twenty for the second! I started a novel in the 70's and the
manuscript is still in my desk. One day I ·might see it
published but for the moment, there it stays .
St: To whom will this new book appeal?
S: It will appeal to parents - past, present and .future because it is about children; educationalists; social
workers; students but first and foremost parents as it is
about having children.
St: What is it to be called?
S: Somebody Else's Children
St: What is your reaction to ihe present political
situation in Europe?
S: I am as delighted as everybody that the East has
woken up to democracy . I worry about the future because
I don't think it is as simple as everyone has made out. I
wonder what is going to happen to NATO, the Warsaw
Pact - things like that. The monetary system, the
unification of Germany worries me. But I'm sure it
worries a lot of people. One can get over the first impetus
of utter enthusiasm about it all but I think it is quite
worrying to bring it all together.
St: What about the Poll Tax?
S: I think the poll tax system is absolutely right but I
ink that it should be geared to people's incomes. The
'Stem is right in t.hat everyone should pay something
Jwards the services. It is a much better, no, fairer system
nat the rates, but I do think it should be income based.
St: Finally, who is your tip for the World Cup in Italy?
S: England!
Somebody Else's Children will be relea ed on
, September 20th and Bury Me In My Boots is t~ be
reprinted. Both are published by Hodder and Stoughton.
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NIP AND TUCK Academicals, one of the oldest teams
in the Intra-Mural League,
progressed through to the
of Saturday
semi-finals
Morning Summer Cup after a
classic battle with Marchmont White Sox.
The high temperature and hard
ground made for a fast start to the
game. The White Sox forwards
made most of the early running,
placing the Nip and Tuck defence
under a great deal of pressure.
Club skipper Neil Rafferty and
right ~ack Douglas Howat kept
their heads and the White Sox at
bay. Tuckies goa.lkeeper, the
hefty Andrew Cestaro, dominated his six-yard box and frustrated the opposition with his sure
handling. However, the White
Sox speed and flair soon paid off
after they went ahead in the 20th
minute. A long high ball found the
Nip and Tuck defence slow off the
mark, leaving the White Sox
centre forward with a clear chance
which he did not squander.

RUGBY

ID

perfect scoring chance. ·He met
the ball well on the six-yard line
and left the White Sox 'keeper
sprawling.
With their heads up the Tuckies
could now apply some pressure
and make a game of it.
The goalmouth incidents came
thick and fast. Taverner's glancing header was just inches wide
and Frank Nicholas was unlucky
to hit the woodwork after meeting
a Lott corner so well at the back
post.

3
1

Nip and Tuck

White

Sox

White Sox were not restricted
to their own half, their quick and
intelligent midfielders laying on
chances which the forwards could
not finish. The Nip and Tuck
defence only occasionally showed
the strain, hassling around the box
and closing down the wings.
The stalemate continued, it
seemed, without resolution , and it '
looked to be heading for a penalty
shoot-out. With one minute to go,

student
Flankers Hoole and Moore were
inspirational and soon the forwards began to take control. Mike
Wylie had another sound game
and scored the first of his two tries
after twenty minutes. But the
graduates immediately replied
and the game remained very open
going into the second half.
Fitness and unity were the keys
to the Uni dominance as the game
lengthened, Moore's work rate a
lesson to all, and the backs were
soon given plenty of ball. The tries
sotanertteod tHooflpreyd,i:~';~e~ ~o~iy~~;
and a delightful drop goal from
Ted Linehan followed by an

All Arnfin

------

Photo: Hugh Pinney
Nip and Tuck staged a last-ditch
effort. Lott controlled the ball in
midfield and held it before seeing
Thorne making a run . Losing his
marker, the Tuckies forward
picked up the pass and rifled the
ball into the bottom right-hand
corner from just inside the box.
His and Nip and Tuck's second.
With less than a minute both
"" ..'."''1'" underway.
sides· efforts became equally fran- JYfetcalfe 12th, Mike oung 13th
tic with the Tuckies defence and Howard Hughes 14th.
scrambling the ball away to mid- Elizabeth guest took third in the
The beginning of the second field each time the White Sox ladies in 32.14s, Jeanette King
5th.
half was much like the first with · came through .
As the game looked to be in the
Next was the Telemark Slalom.
White Sox placing Nip and Tuck
under strain and the Tuckies find- Tuckies grasp they managed to The same course to be negotiated
ing chances difficult to create. put the icing on the cake . After using only telemarks - a turn best
Vinod Rebello took pressure off another long ball from midfield, described as a curtsey on skis.
the Accies defence by doing some the Marchmont defence were con- Arnfinn was flying as he improved
valuable tidying up in midfield. fused, leaving Nicholas to pick up his time to 23.32s and again
With Ally Hume providing a fresh the loose ball, round the ' keeper finished way out in front. Alastair
pair of legs, the Tuckies gathered and fire it low from a tight angle to was 4th, Philip 8th and Howard
14th, Elizabeth again 3rd in the
themselves and started to play as a make the game secure. Nip and
ladies.
unit, with more action in the . Tuck 3, Marchmont White Sox 1.
The Tuckies, who are spon~hite Sox goalmouth.
Next was the jump event. Two
sored by the proprietor of the
The goal for Nip ·and Tuck Junction Bar in West Preston attempts were allowed at a 1m
came in the 30th minute of the sec- Street, Mr Neil Maclean, will now ramp, contestants having to
ond half when Taverner's neat run go on to meet Inverleith Forest, remain in control for three secand accurate cross gave Tuckies Cavan Crew, or Rothschild in the onds after landing. The Edinburgh team put in some very
centre forward
Thorne a
·-fin .
Nip and Tuck through to the semis
The Tuckies quickly picked
themselves up and with the help of
play maker David Lott and wingers Mark Taverner and Dan
Brennan they began to return
some of the pressure. With John
Porteous charging around midfield, Nip and Tuck were starting
to create a few more chances, but
to no avail. White Sox defence
dug in and the first half ended 1-0
to the Marchmont side, after stal"
wart defending by both sides.

TENNIS
It was a story of what could

next section saw a series of sprints
after a long traverse, competitors
having to run across two patches
of bare rock, and Alastair
stretched his lead. Arnfinn began
to reel him in on the downhill section, but lost a ski at a vital
moment. They entered the slalom
neck and neck , butArnfinn 's
smooth technique gave him the
edge and he was first across the
line in lOmins 48s, Alastair just
lls later.
Philip took 8th, Mike Young
11th and Howard 13th, Elizabeth
finishing third again in 14mins 33s.
Six prizes were taken by Edinburgh, with Arnfinn, somewhat
appropriately, being named as all
Nordic Champion.

semi-final in a titanic struggle
with the second seed, losing 86 in the final set.
In the doubles finals Richard

have been for the University again with Charlie Whiteman lost
Tennis Club th~s weekend at 6-2, 7-6 and Vicky and Cathy DunSt. Andrews in the Scottish .lop were runners up 6, 6-3 to the
pair from Stirling. Other creditaUniversities' Tennis Cham- ble performances came from
pionships. Best performance Cathy Dunlop reaching the Ladies
came from Vicky Lakin, who singles semi-finals, also from Mat
reached the Ladies singles Newman and Neil Scotland and,
final, only to go down in a Anne Campbell and Jenny Gibb
battling performance in who both went out to their Edinstraight sets. Men's captain, burgh counterparts in the double
semi-finals.
Richard Ellis, went out in the
M. NEWMAN

Vicky Lakin battles her way to the finals.

I.'

Briefs

The University rugby season
came to an end last Friday with the
"''nst the
Wh a t 1s
. 1't w1'th us.? A wee k ago it
match ag...
annual
graduates. The old timers fielded a
seemed likely that after a very sue.
strong team, including some first
cessful domestic football season
division experience, determined to
English Clubs might be allowed
avoid the drubbings that they have
back into Europe next year. But
been given in the last ~ew encounnow things look decidedly diffe.
ters.
rent, after Leeds United fans ran
The game started with the
rampage in Bournemouth 00
graduates forcing the initiative,
Saturday. The amazing thing is
using good loose play, which was
that this was after the game that.
soon rewarded with a penalty from
saw Leeds clinch the second divistand off Ian Gardiner. The first
· ftl
1 e an d so ensure promot'1on;
Slon
ten minutes saw the University
some people do have an extraordistruggle to get any cohesion, but
nary way of celebrating. It is all
the set pieces were eventually exquisite
try'
leaving
the
11 t bl
th L
~
ition
'"or
dead
in
very
we 0 ame e eague •Or
Oppos
balanced and the Uni were able to exhausted
''
11
·
th
t
h
t
b
1
d
ZENOG
a owmg e ma c o e p aye 00
the heat.
~se;.;t;;.:tl;.:.e..;:d;.:.o...
w..;.n;.;..______________________--t a bank holiday weekend, but why
should they have ever been put in
such a position in the first place. If
these so called 'fans' cannot
behave themselves in an English
seaside resort, what would they do
when 'on tour' to Europe? Who.
DESPITE the poor snow this impressive leaps, Howard taking can blame the Europeans for not
11th,
Alastair
6th
and
Steve
Kidd
season .and the recent heat
wanting us?
wave, the All Nordic Cham- 6th with a broken ski.
Arnfinn had to be content with
pionships took place at A vie- second behind Mike Metcalfe 1 think it's about time that a seam
was again put on first class cricket
more on Sunday.
who managed an incredible 7.2m. balls! Some of the totals being
The last race of the Nordic race
Elizabeth took 4th for the ladies amassed at the moment are
calendar got underway with the team.
nothing short of ridiculous freestyle slalom. The course was
Last event of the day was the all Jimmy Cook 313no, Neil Fairover 200 yards and between 12 terrain race. Commencing with a
brother 366, to say nothing of tne ·
poles, that had to be covered as Le Mans style start where comLancashire reply to Surrey'.s 707
quickly as possible in any style. petitors ran on their skis to put
for 9 of 869! I mean, batsmen can
The more expert skiers used them on, there was an interesting
now be legitimately upset if they
parallel turns, but others used a traverse of a steep ridge with a
don't manage a ton; gone are the
whole range from snowplough to large pool of melt water on one
days of seeing sides skittled for 50,
stem.
side for those unfortunate to fall as we saw last season. But do
Arnfinn Aunsmo, our resident off. After this there followed a
spare a thought for poor old
Norwegian, left the opposition long uphill slalom where the field
Wayne Larkins, who featured in
standing with a time of 24.44 secs. began to sort itself out.
this column last week. Poor old
Alastair Skelton came 5th in
· Alastair emerged in the lead
26.35s, Philip Holmes lOth, Mike with Arnfinn in hot pursuit. The Wayne has had an a palling start to
the season, not yet reaching a
combined total of double figures;
he will be wanting to find some
form soon, because the selectors
will be out in force in the next few
weeks, and they are not
reknowned for their loyalty.
Now that Seb Coe has retired from
the track, he can concentrate on
the pursuit of political esteem.
And if you want to be a Tory MP,
what better way offurthering your
chances than having your
girlfriend win Badminton? That is
exactly what happened to Seb this
weekend, when his woman, Nicola
Mclrvine jumped Middle Road to
victory at the social event of the
horsey calendar on Sunday. Hang
in there Seb, she could be a real
vote catcher, if not an opportunity
for serious contact hunting.
Olathththabal (at least that's how
they say it on the TV) made sure
of the B and H International at St
Mellion on Monday. It does seem
astounding that players still find
so many opportunities to winge in
these top tournaments. With .
350,000 quid on offer, superb
organization and hospitality, they
persist in blaming the course for
their shortcomings. St Mellion is a
new course, designed by Jack
Nicolas , and this was the first pro
Tournament to be played on it, so
there are obviously going to be a
few things that need sorting out. It
looked like a real challenge, and
that is what the game is all about,
so, as Peter Aliss said, "get on
with it!".
Yvette Hague, Kirsty BryanJones, Lorna Boyd and Claire Bolland, all from Edinburgh University Orienteering Club, have been
ISeJec;ted as four ur the five female
of the Great Britain
team being sent to the World Student Orienteering Championships
in the Soviet Uniou in July. This
was a fantastic achievement for any one club and comes
after a winter of dedicated training
together and a great spring season
races for the EUOC girls.'
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Sports . . .
KARATE

TRAMPOLINING

With probably the smallest
number of entrants, only 12
people, the Shukokai Karate
Club proved that it is quality
not quantity which counts.

On Saturday 5th May, th
SUSF Summer friendly wa
held at the Kelvin Hall, Glas
gow. As usual EUTC dis
played a variety of talent.

We brought back three more
medals than the larger Shotokan
Club and beat the more experienced Heriot Watt team in the
men's team fight. After this performance, club spirits are high
and everyone is looking forward to
improving our record next year.
Results: Women'sJuniorGrade
Individual Fight Gold Medal • M
Miller; Junior Grade Men's Kata
Bronze Medal - N McAvoy;
Women's Team Fight Bronze
Medal - 1st team; Men's Team
Fight Bronze Medal - B team.

David Murphy took 1st place i1
the advanced mens category an<
Shona McDonald gained 2nd posi·
tion in the advanced ladies categ·
ory. Other people's efforts how·
ever, could have been improved by
either attempting to remain on the
trampoline or by remembering
how many moves there were in
their routine.
In spite of these minor setbacks,
Edinburgh did well with the A
team placed 2nd overall and the B
team in a creditable 6th.
YANINAYMAN

Graham Moor , of FAinburgh University
ycling
Club, was placed first in the
un fficial
cottish
tudent
Road Race Championship
on Sunday 6th May. The race
over 50 miles, organised by
St. Andrews University, was
hotly contested in windy conditions around five circuits' of
the hilly Strathkinnes coui'S(
in Fife.
The field of 60 riders was draw•
from Scotland's amateur ranks. h
the uphill sprint finish, a smal
group broke free from the 3t
strong field to claim the majo
places, with Graham Moore thirc
overall.
Results- Students: lst G. Moor•
(EUCC', 2nd D. Lawtie (Kenno
way RC), 3rd N. Kopp (Brought
Velo).
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The Women' Open Four,
co ed by F W Beard, powered
their way to victory, despite a battered footplate. The Men' Senior
C Four outstripped their opponents to win by a considerable
margin, with the Men's Senior C
Eight also winning their class comfortably. The Women's Senior C
Eight proved an exciting race.
Watson's College gained an early
lead, but Edinburgh pulled
through to win convincingly.
The Women's First
O\ice
Crew showed great potential, with
a win in their first race or the seaon. The Women' Senior Four
battling again t increa ingly bad
weather condition , lost only by 2

a change?

Yes I know what you're this sort of th.ing. Of course we
thinking - the first sign of mustn't forget the numerous
some decent weather and out rehashes of 'why Britain didn't get
come the shorts and tennis anywhere again this year' which ,
rackets. Courts all over the in an attempt to justify the covercountry packed with people ~ge of this near-ex~aus~ed s~b
playing tennis. Every year its · tect, usu~lly start w!th hnes hke
the same "tennis fever" gets At the ns~ of c~,ven~g well worn

some of the best and worst tennis
played in the Grand Slam series
and regularly produces newsworthy upsets. Generally speaking
the French Open fulfils two role .
It gives the British public a chance
to "warm-up" and prepare for the
sudden barrage of tennis from
.
'
ground . . . or Havmg read so Wimbledon soon to come their
Its hold on the country. At many write ups on views on what is way: ancl secondly it gives the
the end of the month, our wrong with UK tennis , lets lay the media something to base their
"Looking ahead to Wimbledon"
first dose of tennis this year ghost once and for all ... ".

over, all those competing at
Wimbledon earch madly for
gras. court practise . As a result,
the smaller UK grass tournament
have gained significant impor·
tancc in the tennis circuit as more
and more of the top names compete at these events without the
pres urc of the pointing system
Attendance at tournaments like
the tella Artois at Queen·~. the
Pilkington Glass Ladies C'ham ·

will come in the form of the
French Open followed a few
weeks later by that great old
institution- Wimbledon.
As usual in the weeks before
and after these tournaments , we
can look forward to the same old
diet of the re-run stories and
reviews churned out by the media.
Although to some extent this happens with most sporting events,
with tennis it always seems much
worse- maybe its just the intensity·
with which its delivered over a
period of a few short weeks.
·
As the countdown to the first
match begins, you can almost hear
writers up and down the country
searching old files, wondering Will Mac meet the new regulations?
how they're going to come up with
something that's new and interestApart from the reviews, TV articles on. Although the odds pionships at Eastbourne and the
Bank of Scotland Grass Court
in g. The majority of whom will no cov~rage also leaves a lot to be aren't too good, let's hope that
Championships in Edinburgh,
maybe
this
year
we
might
at
least
doubt give up and produce the destred. Although to be fair, the
has increased over the la~t few
same sort of thing as they did last British weather can't make it easy be subjected to something diffeyear as more of the public welinteresting.
rent
if
not
year. Whereas coverage of for TV programmers, you would
come the chance of seeing big
matches during the tournaments have thought that will all the prac·
Due to the poor TV coverage in names in live matches without the
is usually good, the reviews and tice they must get, they would the UK of the other Grand Slam hassles of exhorbitant pnce~ and
comments nearly always follow have come to realise that at least events, namely the French, US queues that you get at Wimblc ·
the same format year after year. three. days of rain during ~imble- and Australian Opens. Wimbledon.
Leading up to the tournaments , don tS almost a sure thmg, and don tends to be our only chance of
If however . your 1dca of fun is
most media coverage will proba- cou.ld at least prepare a few alter- the year to watch the pro in
queuing for five hours or, for the
bly consist of the usual profiles of ~attv~s .~o the re-runs <_:>f the same action. Since the recent relocation
more extreme, camping overnight
player's past performances and clas~tc matches whtch we get of the Australian Open to its new
to get prime places inside Wimbspeculation on the likely winner. year m, year out when they need cement surface at Flinders Park,
ledon. this year Wimbledon offiThen, once the tournaments are to fill a few hours.
Wimbledon has become the ole cials will be putting a dampner on
over, it will be followed by comremaining grass court tournament things. No more wi!! you be able
The French Open is probably
ments on how they had known all
in the Grand Slam.
to wre tie and elbow through the
along that the complete outsider what most of the UK see as the
This has actually been quite for- crowds. past the tourists m a vain
start
of
the
tennis
season.
Being
was going to knock out three top
effort to reach your favourite
tunate for tennis fans over here,
seeds to get to the final ; TV com- played on a relatively technical
spot. This is due to a deci. ion
because once the French Open is
su~face,
it
is
renowned
for
staging
mentators are particularly good at

. . . Re
ROWING
THE incredibly good looking
and athletic Edinburgh Second Eight started off the
Regatta season in fine form
last weekend at the Clyde
Rowing Weekend in Cultural
Glasgow. On Saturday in an
exciting final Edinburgh
trounced a band of bog trot, .. ' ...

ort:s

ters from Methodist College
Belfast.
Sunday saw a repeat perfor·
mance as Edinburgh surged home
to 'ictory against Methodist College agin. Now assured of their
impeccable rowing ability Edin·
burgh calmly powered away, in
the final, leaving their opposition,
south Hylton, floundering in their
wake.
With the prizes collected the vie·
torious crew ended the weekend,

Heriot Watt Windsurfing
Club would lik to in\ite
Edinburgh
niversit)·
Wind urfing Club to join
them on Sunday 13th fay,
from 3 p.m. onwards out at
Mach Pond, Mu lburgh for
a BBQ and piss up followed
by ome very illy race - all
standards welcome. Bring
your tlwn food and booze. If
intere ted contact Julian
Bishop 447 4035. Hope to see
you there!

in the proper style, in one of Edinburgh's many watering·holes.
When asked to comment on the
weekend, Simon Wilson looked
pensive and replied: "there's
now't so queer as folk."

CRICKET
THE Univer ity enforced a
good win over the Academicals at Reaburn Place on Friday, combining tight bowling
and solid batting to win by 71
runs.

taken by London Borough of
Merton . in respon~' to the 1c.:port
on the Hillsborough tragcd , to
m reas safety at all.,port (Vents
of over 500 people
The c; m~cqucnc~:<, of this arc
mamly threefold but in general it
will mean that the relaxed, informal atmosphere of the grounds
will he curbed. This year for the
first time there will be no standing
space m entre Court- a tradition
which goes back to when the tour·
namcnt moved to its prt•sent loca ·
tion in 1922. 'I h1s will Inevitably
mean that compct1t1on and price"
for tickets to entre Court will get
worse . Another lir~t this year is
the introduction of tickets only
acce s to Court No. I. thus creat·
ing another Centre ourt ... ituation as regards competition tor tickets . The third major consequ·
ence of the new safety regulations
is that movement between the
outside courts is to be restricted so no more ambling round in the
hope of catching a glimpse of a
good
match . The
London
Borough of Merton has hccn
critisciscd over the severeness of
the new regulations; the critics
maintain that there isn't the s<tme
potential for danger at Wm1hledon that you find at many other
sporting events and that the consequences of these new rules will
be to change the traditional
atmosphere of the tournament :
whether or not these criticisms are
JUstifiable is dehatablc and
another di cussion entirely.
In any case, if you were plan·
ning on making a trip to Wimbledon this ummcr JU t to queue or
just to wander round. 1t looks a if
it's not going to be half a. much
fun as it used to be. On a brighter
note however. there will still be
manv other Wimbledon traditions
to l~ok forward to like cham·

Winning the toss and batting, going to be hard for the li. itors.
Uni steadily amassed a total of 216 Duncan Wood kept him pinned
for ix in their allotted 45 over;. down, howeHr, often unluck) not
Leading the way was Stuart Kerr, to find an elusiH out ide edge.
with a brisk 58 in 43 minut , ·.. ehemiah eventuall} fell to an
e'\cellent running catch b) fa
including eleven four . He wa
supported b} opener Ali Breach, ';Johnson, and the Unive,..,it~ ~an
to tighten the screw. \\ icl\ct
who notched 31.
began to tumble, and the cademAccie~ utTered from a limited
attack. but the 1st XI did '~ell to ical fell from IIll for one t I~ I all
prevent
Jamaican
Johnn} out.
Earlier in the week. the I I , I
ehcmiah. nho took three Engli h
wickets in Februar)', claiming an) defeated tirling to conlinu their
hundred per cent record in the
victims.
If the West Indian got oing. Scottish l'nhersilie:. hampionhip.
defending their total was alwa
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make you forgive these misses.
Particular successes included the
chat show sequence where the
imagination displayed by the
accomplished Bedlam performers
was as startling as it was perverse,
THE PROBLEM with any- much of the humour being of the
doilble-entendre variety and
artiste- daubs of unstructured col- thing remotely "theatrical" is accordingly hilarious. This is an
our coated on to the canvas that that some people make the event for audience participation
AGAINST THE
reveal nothing. There is sup- mistake· of assuming that it is as was demonstrated when a
RHYTHM
posedly in his works an attempt at pretentious and is bound to brave soul from the audience ·
The Collective Gallery
exploring the working method make a philosophical connec- joined the performers on stage for
and hence Daru has left work in tion between the meaning of the final game "Freeze" , to not ·
until27 May
different states of unfinish. The life and navel fluff.
surprisingly rapturous applause
exploration of the paradox of
from everyone.
IT IS men like Rob Daru who
three dimensional subjects presented on a one-dimensional sur·"Theatre Sports" in this context
give modern art a bad name.
The basic format involves two
face is not new and certainly this would be a great shock to such
Lacking innovation, distincteams
colliding in comic competiparticular artist has not contri- . I people. It is not concerned with
tiveness and coherence, his
buted any further to our under- theatrical treatises; it is about tion in which each side · play
works epitomise the pretenti!aughter an~ enjoyment; hilarity improvisational games and their
standing in this area .
ousness of too many raw,
mduced by Improvisational com- relative performances .are judged
misunderstood art graduates
edy.
It would be difficult to by the imperious, stonefaced
Daru claims to be aspiring to
"Theatre Sports" with- judges. These games are a bewildescribe
who have very little to offer
evoking arid suggesting his subject
out
a
passing
nod to Clive Ander- dering mixture of situation comin the way of enlightenment
matter saying, :"1 find that
son's
"Whose
Line is it anyway?" , edy, mime and word games,
reinstating an object in a few
to _a !I expectant public.
as
the
spectacle
contains similar where one performer has to get
marks can be more powerful, and
elements
including
the dapper the other to say words suggested
His works are a chaotic undisis more my concern than actually
pare by the audience. The laughter is
host/hostess
and
the
audience
tin&uished amalgam of styles ,
"painting in" an object. " The vieproduced by the groping attempts
ticipation
evident
in
the
creation
media and subjects ranging from
wer is however sorely tempted to
of
the performers to suggest
of
a
.
framew~rk,
with
people
portraiture: 'Portrait of an Intelredirect the artist to the
to each other and the frustwords
shoutmg
out
Situations,
occupalectual' through landscapes, 'Picdrawingboard to relearn the skills
ration evident as the actors strugpertions,
locations
etc.
and
the
nic in Chaos' to the mythological
of
draughtsmanship
before
gle to think of some way to improsubject: 'Dionysus and I' There is
embarking on more ambitious formers then improvising a scene.
vise their scenes. A sense of
The
success
of
the
Bedlam
perforno attempt at dwelling on one
and unconventional methods.
mance is that it often produces energetic slapstick is also present
area and investigating in any
The abstract works smack too
SungKhang moments of comedy that more in such games as "die" where the
depth.
·_ much of the part of the distracted
illustrious counterparts would performers have to die in as many
ways as possible in a minute.
--------------------------------------1 find hard to match.
·
loaded with sufficient emotion to Throughout the play, Eben is varThe problem with improvisaEric Idle has said that there is
sustain a brooding, considered iously perceived by other characDESIRE UNDER
tional
comedy is that it is a hit or no such thing ·as an easy laugh.
production,
which
would
have
ters
as
soft,
naive
and
gullible;
or
THE ELMS
allowed its full impact to register. hard and bitter as hickory wood. miss affair and tonight when the Tonight Theatre Sports seemed to
Theatre Workshop
This company, . however, are He is the stooge of his manipula- Bedlam missed they missed badly. prove him wrong as they found
heavy handed, and their energetic · tive brothers, the aquisitive However the infrequency of such humour very easily and very fun2-SMay
and very· physical performance covetor of his father's farm, the lapses and the moments of sue-. nily.
tips over into the absurd .
obsessive avenger of his dead cessful humour proved enough to
Stephen Fraser
THIS PRODUCTION of
The two elder brothers, for mother, and the lover of the r------------------------- Eugene O'Neil's classic of instance, who dominate the early woman who has usurped her, and
teen years: For me, one of the
the American theatre is a
scenes of the play, are exuber- who he has sworn to hate . Eben's EDINBURGH SALUTES
highlight~ of the exhibition was his
intense,
fragmented,
and
above
vivid reworking of a familiar
antly played as earthy, stupid and
GLASGOW
all
reticent
character
is
difficult
to
"Fren_
ch Bread", a sunny, wholebumptious. Like dangerous chiltheme. Brutalised by poverty
pin down. The part demands The Scottish Gallery
some still-life of bread, fruit and
dren
in
their
dirty
dungareeS,
and hard labour, a father and
expressive agility and restraint,
flowers and his wonderful line
his three sons narrowly con- their relentless foolery sits uneas- and these are missing here.
until19 May
drawings with their erratic lines.
ily with the plays darker aspects.
tain their mutual resentment
Where
Theirs is, after all, a threatening
However, David Donaldson' s were
there should be a complex, unpreuntil the father remarries.
WITH
landscape created by their father
GLASGOW nottheonly attractive works in this
dictable character, we have a
out of barren stone, under a wide
sweating and muscular youth being the "Cultural" place it is, exhibition; the work of Mary Galand
beautiful sky and a God that's
Set on a New England farm
responding to any given situation it seems amazing that the Scot- Jacher and John Cunningham
during the 1850s, this is a charged "hard and lonesome", and it is by glo.wering and clutching his tish Gallery have taken this long shows the same positive approac!1
tale of destructive jealousy, pro- one which they are desperate to trousers. This is heady elemental
to jump on the bandwagon. to colour.
found erotic passion, and the vio- escape.
stuff, but the human relationships
lent reaction of his three sons
"Edinburgh
Salutes Glasgow"
The artists in this exhibiThe drama centres around the are unconvincing, and it is on
against the flinty religious stoicism youngest son Eben, and his near these that the play should hinge.
magnanimously celebrates the tion each have a highly individual
of the family's vigorous pat- incestuous relationship with
Joanna Swanson artists of the rival school: a look style - no endless predictable abriarch, Ephriam. The play is Abbie, his father's young wife.
around this exhibition of the stracts here, yet they are all prodrecent work of key Glaswegian ucts of the Glasgow Schooll. If
artists reveals that such appre- there is a Glasgow characteristic it
Pekka Saraste commanded the
After the interval the strings
dation is well deserved.
· wouldbeintheirapproachto paintgroup with a brilliant elan , like a were rounded up and the whole
ing - frank, bold and gutsy. This
dancer confined to his two foot orchestra joined in this, their last
Queens Hall
This exhibition is domi- exhibition is a fine dose qf Glassquare podium. Thomas Zehet- concert of the "winter" season.
nated by the influence of Donald gow culture and a lot closer than
3May
mair , the violin soloist , occasion- · The delicate notes of the Webern
Donaldson,
head of painting at the Burrel.
ally suffered balance-wise not Symphony
for
Chamber
Glasgow
School
of Art for fourfire-~ower
·
Orchestra
hung
in
the
stifling
airhaving
the
percussive
Victoria Millar
COMMENTS
overheard:
of
the
piano,
but
fought
back
in
Just
because
its
called
"winter"
we
"Well, that was unusual" or
the final rondo. And the music? don't need the heating on! - and
"it was surprisingly tuneful"
then the orchestra played us out
or "He's like a classical verwith Mozart's Symphony No.39.
sion of George Michael!"
The first was from a brave
Olli Mustoner flailed
The SCO's performance of
upper-middle-aged lady with
Mozart under Saraste has been
a nervous laugh, the second eccentrically but hit the
honed down to a fine art. It is thrilfrom a wine-bar aesthete notes brilliantly while
ling to hear their unanimously
dpwning his whisky and the Jukka-Pekka Saraste
subtle phrasing and intelligent
interpretations which tell of an
third from an eleven-year-old commanded the group
orchestra who have got inside the
who bounced with excite- with a brilliant elan.
music, learned its language so
ment throughout the first
fluently.
half.

ANew .Beat

THEATRE SPORTS
Bedlam Theatre
May4

sco

The kid (referring, I presume,
to Jukka-Pekka Saraste) hit the
nail on the head , because the
gorgeously scored Berg concerto
· ' for piano and violin was enlivened
by the soloists and conductor's
flamboyance. Olli Mustonen, a
young-looking twenty-three year
old flailed eccentrically but hit the
notes brilliantly while Jukka-

The 12-tone idiom , that is , the
notes controlled by number systerns rather than more random
artistic gestures, defied its dry
. scheme to emerge as lush and
emotionally gripping. The wind of
the SCO, spotlighted for once,
played the hard score impressively with only a couple of lapses
in direction .

That said, they also
sounded hot if not bothered with a
cruel number of notes which the
strings dealt with frenetically.
Once again , the wind emerged
from the melee in calm but soloistic mood to pick out delicate
threads of melody and hence
shape the symphony with cool and
well-timed comment.
Harriet Wilson
David Donaldson's "French Bread"

thu

e

a

THEQ
Ro)al Lyceum Theatre
2Ma ·

f r
\V dnc. day vcning'. p rf rman
t f.. h Qu rt t" c, rricd it~ own health •, rning:
''Audiences arc advi cd that
the c ·plicit nature ofthb play
ma} be considered shocking" . Yet the problem with
Hein r Muller's "Quartet"
\va-. more the '>tatk quality of
the action and the pia '\ right's pessimistic vision of a
fallen, material wmld lackin •
in an ·transcendental value-..
'I his translated itself into a
dialogue of se:ual casuitr ·as
the
two
prota •onists
exchanged wlcs and s~.:x~.:s as
With Mulkr thi~ ari cs lwm t
they enacted tht.: parts to he distinctly didal·til' nnd pohlll:tl
played hy their victims of attrtude towards tlu.:atn.:. A~ an
seduction.
l:ast (,crman. with per onal
l'xpcricrll·c
of c.:onl'cntration
'I he pia . based looselv on 'l.es l'llmps. he uses tlu.:atril'HI po ·til'
l.iasons Dangerew.e'. · op ned
licence to allow se ·n s of •rot s·
with an invented soliloqu} of mas- que gratuitous
iokn
and
turbation as Mcrlt.:uillabourcd to depravity to hl cnactnl hclor • a
paying audiciH:l.
arouse herself through a mental
image of her ex-lover Valmont.
accompanied by the motions of
The basis for thi kind ol
her hnnd . The uitical position theatre may he intellectually jus·
Muller wishes his audience to tiliahle hut rts cffectivenc s as
adopt rs sharply focused as Mer- drama is debateable. As the
teuil caps her dimax with the ac.:tion descends to convulsions
bathetic "well that was well acro the stage, with the proacted." Henceforth the drama tagonists registering the perverse
becomes content in typically mod- desire to "cat your excrement",
ernist sclfconscious awareness of the text become~ an intcrminahlc
the nature of its art.
dialogue of sexual sophistry. The

ICE AGE
Royal Lyceum Theatre
1-12 May
WHAT
AN YOU
AY
about a play with only a few
props, no set to peak of (a
few chair· and a row of bunting), no eo ·tume, and where
the actor read their lines
from big, black books'? Has
the Royal Lyceum finally
overeached it. elf'? Have they
gone mad? No.

BRI-NYLON FIVE
Adam Hou e Theatre
4May
DOW I
the--Q.a ement of
Adam House a bizarre comic
world populated by five
undergraduates
came
to
pa . The. flirted cabaret
ketches with lidc shows.
di embodied
voice ·
and
·• tar" appearances and then
left to prepare for their
e ams and Fringe performance.
A~ with most . ketch based
cabaret it was a hit and mis affair.
the audience was made to endure

· Tankred Dorst\ play "Ice A •e"
is just one of the sixteen different
performances the theatre c.:orn·
pany arc offering in their "Off the
Wall" series . It was an excellent
performance, full of iron ,
tragedy, and humour. The mad,
old people stumbled and fluttered
on and olf the stage. around the
central figure of "The Old Man,"
(Jonathan Hackett); a ninct year
old writer, captive in an old
peoples' home after the war and
accused of being a azi supporter
and traitor to orway. He justilic~
and defends his life vehemently
with the only weapon he posse;.
scs: old age. mocking and taunt·

'J he llHllllents wh~:n lmanrgcd

to wak( lrorn rn tupor wen; to
commt nd the in pi red and enlr·
wnin •
pcrformanlc
lrorn
Jo ephrn Wt komc .rs 1crteuil,
who
tr nsform d
her elf
effort! si from th smoulderin •
temptrc s to the holicr·thun·thou
innocence of the niece. Her performance left one questioning
whether the seemingly stutic.
claustmphohic density of the tc t
wa a fault of the acting or the
action· a failur ·to ufhci ntl dif·
lercntiatc the antith tical role of
Valmont and Valmont's victim
on the part of Nick Bancll.
Shona Lyons
ing his accuser. , frustratin • them
with hb dcufnc sand stupidity.
"lee Age" rs about m mrpula·
tion and power; the smugnc s of
tho c who believe thcmsclve to
he right, and freedom; "not free·
dom for the individual, hut free·
dom for the masses, ":ts the Old
Man points out.
The starkness of both stage and
costume crved only to contra t
the vivacity of the actors' perfor·
mance , lot of whom pia ed two
or more characters. "Off the
Wall'' it ma he, but c rtainl on
form.
Tracey Rose

a pathetilltllly painful voicc·ovcr routine
introduction. yet despite this the
Nylon won on points.
f the
~ketches the idiosyncratic
cot.
idiots. the ice Gu\ were a trulv
wonderful creatio~. Their lick

The Nice Guy ' lick
blend of parody, m ut
and audience participation took it way abm e
the rest.
hlcnd of parod , mut and audi·
cnlc parti ipation took it wa)
abm the re t of th night' mate·
rial. Taking
ipc at token fi t·
waving. oh·so conc.-crncd con·
sumer pro •ramme und ju't ac.:t·
in • plain ridrculou,,
these

Ciordon

1'he acting w ~ t ellent
and the incongruit. and
humour ofman part of
the pia were e ploited
to the full.

\
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INSPIRAL CARPETS
Glasgow Barrowlands
FEW PEOPLE appreciate
the dully kitsch dance-hall
glitz of the Barrowlands. Fitting then that the star turn
tonight · should be a band
whose musical substance is
similarly overlooked or even
disounted, such that you'd
think the poor fellows had
jumped on a bandwagon ... ·
Forgetting the pretensions to
psychedelia and the attendant
evils of fashion (as sported tonight
by the Glasgow and District Fairweather Ravers Support Group)
and guilt by association (with the
Happy Mondays) , the Inpiral
Carpets are producing some quality pop songs which deserve atten' tion on their own merits. They
.come across not as cool-as-fuck
prime moo-vers (sorry) , more as a
young band grappling with fame :
viz. the cringeworthy savoured
introduction to This Is How It
Feels (followed hot on the heels
by an equally gauche audience
chorus of "Husband don 't know
what he's done , etc, etc,"
anthemic words if ever I"ve heard
them) and the band losing out on
entertainment value to the slide

ENERGY ORCHARD
Calton Road Venue
TRYING to cram the six
members of Energy Orchard
onto the Venue stage is a bit
of a problem for the roadies,
but is overshadowed by the
problem of trying to find six
punters to come and watch
them. However by the time
that Bap, Joby, Spade
McQuade and the boys 'hit'
the stage at nearly midnight,
a reasonable sized crowd has
gathered around the bar, to
witness the latest major label
Irish 'pop' phenomenon.
Currently vying with fellow
islanders 'Something Happens!'

WEE FREE KINGS
The V eTfile ·1F YOU want to enhance
your musical talent then get
Nyah Fearties to support
your tour because unless you
too are embarrassingly atrocious then you will look positively expert next to .these
guys.
I'm sure that Wee Free Kings
had less ulterior motives for using"
them because enhancement they
don't need. Despite taking a while
to get warmed up they soon
launched into a mixed set of both
new and old Hell On Earth ...
favourites , with the marked
absence of the hauntingly brilliant
Gold . Their disgust at the "workmoney-success" ethics of today
still stands, with the cynical projection of Visa and Access adverts
underlining
the
misguided
emphasis of society. As usual
though, it was all subtly done, no
poltical statements or blatent
propoaganda, just excellent music
whose powerful lyrics are perfectly captured by the amazing
voice of the lead singer. Personally, though, I miss the penny
whistle.
Jaci Douglas

Dra""'n by Felicity :Macreath
show. Closing my eyes shortly sonic cathedral of sound.
into their set (I don 't like big flashThe Inspiral Carpets have a
ing lights) I discovered the perfect longer shelf life than their clothes.
way to enjoy an Inpiral carpets In five years time they may be
concert. Directing Traffik and Joe singing harmonies in drainpipes,
were infinitely more appreciable; but they'll be there. Take it from
it was a pleasure to hear Find Out me, this band are goingto be big,
Why without the distraction of the and don't forget where you heard
Fairweathers trying to remember it first, kids. Rave on, etc.
the second line; and She Comes In
The Fall .. . Well , the song is a
Stuart Walker
for British fame , Energy Orchard
have stuck to their Irish guns.
Armed with four guitars plus
keyboards, they create a loud and
stirring Celtic sound. There's
something undeniably rousing
and passionate in the contents and
performance of 'Belfast' .
The next single, ' King Of
Love' , is another juicy slice of this
Celtic musical cake, which should
see Energy Orchard racing up the
charts and establishing themselves as the next big Irish band.
However it will probably flop
badly , the band will be dropped
by RCA, split up and never be
heard of again. That would be a
great shame indeed, but then I
don 't think that many people
would really be that bothered .
Simon Kellas

However, nothing can detract
from the sheer beauty of My
Bloody Valentine's music. Sure,
everyone likes to jump about to
the fast ones; but songs like
"Cigarette in My Bed" and
"Sueisfine" gain something live
which can never be captured on
record, not even the classic
records the band have produced
recently.
The · new single, "Soon," is
practically an old favourite
already; but it is one of their first
singles, "Lovelee Sweet Darlene," which ends the show.
"You're too perfect to be real..."
The cavernous hall seemed to whispers Kevin, as Colm quietly
dull the edge of their charact~risti destroys his drum-kit. Which just
cally abrasive guitar sound, and · about sums it up I suppose - they
the volume was not nearly as pow- may never be hip or tamous, but
erful as might have been they're perfect already.
expected.
Andrew Williams.

MY BLOODY
VALENTINE
Glasgow College of
Building and Printing.
To be honest, I shouldn't
really be writing this review.
My Bloody Valentine are my
favourite band, and I've been
looking forward to this show
for weeks; it seemed ~ bit
hopeful to expect me to be
objective. As it is, I'm prepared to admit that the band
had their problems·

·

Coughlin is a bit of a character
to say the least: he lurches about
the stage glaring like a demented
Irishman, which indeed he is; he
sweats buckets for the cause (admirable) ; and he 'entertains' with
his droll humour which manifests
. itself in songs with inspired
themes like Blues For Ceaucescu
a long-overdue homage to th~
cutest mass-murderer in history.
Against this , the rest of the
· band are functionaries in
Coughlin's hopelessly clever campaign, and rightly so. We need
personalities,
and
Catha!
Coughlin is fine and dandy in
whatever form he takes, but how I
long to swing my slacks to Microdisney once more_
Stuart Walker

cows

SOUP DRAGONS
Lovegod
Big Life LP

Effete And Impudent Snobs
.. Amphetamine Reptile LP

THIS LP WAS due to be released
COWS WON'T ever be
in October of last year so it is
groundbreaking ; nor are they
ever going to be perceived as
arguable whether these songs can
be called "new" or not, but even
intelligent. Perhaps very stupid.
If you were to mix the most inane
then it was clear from the start
that "Lovegod" was to be a very
qualities of the pure and divine
special album.
Butthole Surfers with a number
Charting similar ground to the
of unstable young adults, then
JAMC's Automatic LP only with
you 're likely to find this album as
i more style, daring and innovative
the product. Cows sound like
courage than I feel they will be
they've just discovered PCP and
credited for.
now want to make very
Paul Quinn's self assured
boneheaded music. This record
drumming
is
aided
and
abetted
by
The
Soup
Dragons:
Geniuses?
includes
two of the most
1
a screaming electronic beat box
distressed and schizophrenic
and loathsome as I am of those
lament whilst the latter is a laid
blues songs in existence, and also
"in die-dance crossover things" it . back blues riff backed by the
its real redeeming feature , the
really is the only way to describe a . drum beat from Primal Scream's most refreshing song title this
lot of this LP. Backwards Dog is Loaded.
year, Nancy Boy Cocaine Whore
On the whole Lovegod seems Blues. The songs all invariably
re-recorded in this "style': and
to reflect songwriter/genius Sean start with an upbeat bassline or a
though not as powerful as the
single version it certainly has its Dickson's passing flirtation with calm guitar opening, which suits
own strengths. Dance track
sampling and dance music. The
me fine , and then (de)generates
into a crush of white noise. All the
Mother Universe is here in all its great man has always worn his
resplendent glory and Kiss The
influences on his sleeve from the vocals have been forced through a
Gun is like minimalist hip-hop
Buzzcock like rush of Hang Ten guitar amp or some such device so
trash, if such a genre exists, whilst to the Floyd influence of Majestic as to provide songs like Dirty
both still remain essentially Soup Head, and this is no exception. • Leg , or Whitey In The Woodpile
Dragons' songs. For hardcore
But don't be put off by the hipwith a near demonic tone. The
Soupies' fans (you know who you hop for this is still essentially a
sound of these hormone ridden
are!) there are still classic songs Soup Dragons LP and stands as a bovine boys is very disconcerting,
fine successor to This is Our Art. , and so we clearly have a duty to
like Lovegod, Man and Beauty
· Freak with enough grungy guitar Always exciting and intoxicating worry deeply about their mental
to stand alongside any previous
the Soupies have pulled off
health.
Come back Gib by Haynes, we
recordings. But the best tracks on another stroke of genius. I'm sure
the LP are Softly and Sweetmeat, the Re id brothers would approve. need you now .
Kieran MeNally
the former being a woefully sad
Keiron Mellotte•
CARLYSIMON
MY ROMANCE
Arista LP

- WORLD PARTY
Goodbye Jumbo
Ensign LP

AN album sleeve which portrays
Carly attempting a seductive pout
in front of a large ornamental
mirror suggests that the poor gal
ONLY BILLY Bragg could get
Last week's competiton pro- is no longer in any position to
question anyone else's vanity.
away with releasing an album of duced the usual large response.
socialist anthems like The Red Several of you knew that Arthur This collection of music hall
Flag, The Internationale, and Conan Doyle wrote the Hound Of classics (Rodgers!Hart/HammersBlake's Jerusalem, as he has with The Baskervilles, and Claire tein etc.) is a strange move, and
his
new
release
the Brennan and Megan Elias were has more to do with self-satisfacInternationale. And we at lucky enough to win a tee-shirt as tion than popular appeal, comStudent have two copies of the a result. Arlindo Rodrigues knew · prising of more than the odd
.
record to give away; just answer that Angola and Mozambique sentimental dirge even your
the question.; and bring your were Portuguese colonies, and granny would disapprove of.
Each song has a personal memory
answer to the Student music desk ·
·
for Carly; as a whole, the collecby monday lunchtime:
that Kenneth Kaunda is the presition is a persomil nightmare. Still,
1. Which of the following
dent of :zambia. and so won tJc- it could have been worse . Could
countries does not have a socialist
k:ts to s~e Billy Bragg performing have been the latest of her own
government: Albania, Cuba or
With vanous African bands.
siuff.
Donald Walker
the USA?

C~mpetition

FATIMA MANSIONS
The Venue
FATIMA MANSIONS, aka
Cathal Coughlin and others,
aka Microdisney on testosterone are apparently out to
Keep Music Evil.
On
tonight's showing they are
the standard bearers of the
movement.

FROM BEATLESQUE to
Princely, from African beats to
Celtic whirls , World Party's latest
album Goodbye Jumbo acts as
both a geographical journey
around the world and a time
travel through music history.

When the Rainbow Comes and
mixed with the subtle alliances to
'green' causes the LP has a strong
•universal theme with the world
'being one big home where

everyone has to live and let live.
There are times when things
become a bit too sentimental .Love Street- but when Wallinger
'manages to keep his head above
sea level with simplicity and
_sincerity, to coin a phrase, the
Essential.ly the creation of Karl e1_11otion's heartfelt.
Wallinger (the infamous Waterboy who wisely opted out before
. The exhuberant summer single
they degenerated into a ceilidh
fodder of Way Down Now,
band), the album guests Steve
reflecting the record's brightness
Wickham and Sinead O'Connor,
and optimism suggests that in the
keeping their increasingly revered
growing quest for holiday music
musical clique firm. Tereh's a lot
Goodbye Jumbo features highly.
of hippy ideology to be found in
Travel around the world in 33
the lyrics with people encouraged r.p.m.'s.
to pack up and move to the sea
Claire Brennan
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With a new album, Positively Spooked, under their belt The
Band of Holy Joy are currently engaged in a European tour
stretching from Russia to Spain. When they eventually arrived in
Edinburgh, John Tuson spoke to singer Johnny Brown and
trombonist Adrian Baily.
FAT LON<?-HAIRED ROADIES stand on the Venue' tiny
stage shoutmg at one another, boxes of fresh fruit and crate
of l.ager are scattered acro the almo t as tiny dance floor,
yanou~ me?'lber of Fatima Mansion are wandering around
mdulgt.ng m very rock'n'roll pursuit · like reading the
Guardtan, and outside it's another gloriously unny day .
There's two and a half hours until The Band Of Holy Joy are
due on stage and they've not yet arrived in Edinburgh, and
the bouncer is giving me funny looks as I wait to start my
interview with the elusive band. This could be one of those
evenings.

Fishwives

Eventually the band arrive, having got lost trying to find Calton Road
'I he sound is cpitonused in the et'.., clo~in • numbn: rishY.iw ... ,lrum
and seemingly getting halfway to Dundee before realising that they'd
1985's More Talcs rrom Th it L p . tal otobs ·s... iv~ low . th \On I
taken a wrong turn . But that' not the end of the problems. A desperate
builds up to a climax which '>Cc.., the accordian playl'r, a Phil ullins
tour manager is hurriedly making last-minute arrangements to ship the
lookalik with a rapidly reccdcing hairline, attad.:ing hi' in,trument
band out to Dennmark, and a distressed violin-player is looking
with fi re abandon. his eyes bulging and th veins on hi ... tord\ utt
through the tray of sandwiches and noticing that there's only corned
threatening to burst. Meanwhile Brown is lashing his microphon • stand
beef or Spam on offer, the rather greedy Fatima Mansions entourage
into the ground, totally wrapped up in the intensity of the nwsk· <I\ he
having scoffed the rest earlier; "but none of us cat meat" he wails.
howls about love, hatt•, need, greed, and ohscssion.lt's hard to twlinc
Meanwhile singer Johnny Brown is looking at the posters advertising
that this demented character is th same man who an hour ·arlier had
the night's show, and he seems rather puzzled . It transpires that nobody
been politely telling rm: how much he liked my new shoes .
in the band ha even heard of Fatima Mansions, let alone rcali ed that
I: ncoring with the rather more restrained Tactless and Bitten I ip.... a
they were opening for them tonight. "What arc they like?" he wants to
song about a Marilyn Monn>e lookalikc who eventually wpicd her
know ;. "pretty dodgy" is the answer. Quite why TBOHJ arc opening for
these JOurneymen rockers instead of tonight's running order being the - - - - - - - - - - - - h e r o i n e ' s suicide. The Band Of Holy Joy prow their diversit •.
Poundingly intense and gently melodic by turns, they arc a truly
other way round i something of a mystery, it being fairly obviou who
different band whose difference stems not from some desire to h •
the majority of the audience are coming to see. Like I said, just one of
obscure, but instead from an originality not normally expected from
those evenings.
purveyors of popular music.

Johnny Brown-

.the housewives'
choice in

Archangel' Us~R

.

Trout
Johnny Brown, a wcasely face topped by a cropped barnet and
spouting a dense North Shields accent, singer and song-writer with the
band, and trombone player Adrian, hailing from New Cross in South
London, who joined them because he was quite a fan and it eemed the
right thing to do, are as affable a pair as you could wi ·h to meet. I'd been
expecting Brown to be a bit of a nutter- it's not everybody who can get
up on stage and shriek "I love you" with the passion that he does later
on that night - but instead he was relaxed and rea suringly normal. A
a definition of the band he offered their name: The Band Of Holy Joy .
"It's a bit of a joke- the holy joyers were those who went out preaching
the evils of alcohol , and we all !ike a bit of a tipple . And it also sounds
like a big gang, which is what we are."
A big gang they may be, but even the mosttlose knit of communities
is going to find frayed nerves when it undertakes a tour of the
magnitude of that upon which Holy Joy are currently embarked .
Having recently returned from the USSR, and then ploughed their way
through the backwaters of England, on finishing their Scotti h date the
band head to Dennmark, and then on through most of Western Europe
to Spain . "We're slightly more popular over there, " says Adrian. But
not seemingly a popular as they are in Russia. "The tour was organised
through the British council, same as those concerts in Rumania . In
Lithuania we were playing to 4000 peopfe, and by the time we got to
Moscow our album was being copied and sold all over by the
underground rock movement. What sort of music were mo t of the
people out there into? Seemed to be The Sex Pistols and Motley Crue
mostly, but we went down well, except in Archangel where all the
middle-aged women of the town showed up. They seemed to like us,
though."

Haddock
For a long time now Holy Joy have attracted large amount of critical
acclaim without any commercial success to match . Johnny claim that
he never reads the music press, but later on he i eagerly flicking
through a copy of The Li t. I put it to him that perhap he get tired of
forever swimming again t the tide . "Never" he replie , 'Tve ju t been
to Russia, t'm about to go to Europe, we ea m twelve p und a day. it'
a good life . And I don't think we're unmainstream . We don 'tget played
on Radio One because we don't produce bad house mu ic, but there'
nothing unaccessable about us."
As the time approaches for the band to clamber aboard the Venue'
stage, l ask Adrian about their live show . "When we're good we're a
•
match for anybody, when we' re bad ... "
Tonight Holy Joy were indeed a match for anybody. It took a couple
of songs to get going, but, by the time the third number - a . ea ring
rendition of Because It Was Never Resolved - pops up, the mix of
•• r •

• •

THE 8 ND OF HOLY JOY
Positively pooked
Rough Trade

COR blimey, mi. u , perv I rics
ahoy. Or o it eemed . It reall
did sound like he wa · inging
"glorious. gloriou . glorious
pain". but a check of the word
revealed thi to be a much le s
intere ting line about a "glorious
paean" . Damn.
Thank full thi i the onl ·
di appointment on Po itivel.
pooked, a collection of hort
torie. and ob. en at ion.
recounted b the hol one in a
manner remini ent of Jame at
their m st di jointed. The arc
not pop song. in an conventional·
ver c-chorus·v ·r. e wa . but are
none th • wor c for that with th ·ir
appeal coming from mu~ical
quirk•. like the udden
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whether British film, starved as it is of direction and'
impetus, can afford to allow such institutions to perish in
the face of escalating costs. Recognized as one of the
finest of its kind in Europe, the EFF does not even have
a permanent office and operates its year's activities out
of a suitcase, continually shifting venues and having to
change dates.
The festival itself takes place at The Filmhouse and
attracted films last year (all low-budget or workshopbased) from Warsaw, Dusseldorf, New York,
Switzerland and even Latvia. The films are grouped into
themes and shown in respective categories. Some, I
presume, are harder to catergorize than others, such as
Sean McAIIister's 4minute piece made in Hull; 'The
black and white meanderings of the camera lead into
what you might think is an artistic portrayal of the perils
of smoking but, really, it is centered on McArthur Evers
pondering on life in contemporary Britain. An
interestingly different view on a well aired theme.' ·
Unfortunately the coordinators had no such problems
over Wooden Curtains, an incredibly well made film
,abo~t t~e true story of racial abuse suffered by a Filipino
fam1ly m Sunderland. The film was commissioned by,
Channel4 and is now used by the police in the training of
young officers. It was nor the only film dealing with the
issue of race relations or lack thereof.

THE
EDINBURGH
FRINGE
FILM
FESTIVAL is not an underfunded sidekick to
the International festival; .rather it is the four
day, underfunded event held annually by
Britain's only remaining independent film
organisation. Despite its fragile and prohibitive
financial status, EFF continues to provide an
accessible forum and education to aspiring
filmmakers.
This year's coodinator, Vivienne Smith, explained the
series of workshops and special screenings that lead up
to the culminative festival in early June. She was also
keen to dismiss the picture most people have of lowbudget films ... they are not all neo-Marxist, neoKafkaesque fodder for Guardian reading vegetarians
(well, most ofth1rn aren't).
In fact a glance at last year's festival programme does
show an impressive variety of subject, ranging from the
possibly predictable (Toxic Waste, Tackling the Issues)
to the weird (Dove's Bike) and wonderful (Cezanne's
Eyes). Few films run over an hour, though that is surely
due to the exhaustion of money rather than of
imagination. EFF receive enough material of enough
quality every year to hold a week long festival but cannot
afford it. More
·
Iy, Vivienne Smith wonders

Thomas Hiney talks to
Fringe Film coordinator Vivenne
Smith

==~-=~------------------------~---

A film last year from Gautemala
There seems to be an inverted equation commanding
contemporary Western film, whereby the more you
spend on a film the more vapid and bad it turns out. Most
of the budgets out of which these independent films were
made would not get a Hollywood production past
auditions and yet how infinitely superior and morally
indicative they are . Poverty is a very real form of
·oppression and oppression has always bred artistic
inspiration, yet while poets and artists need only the
_price of a pen or brush to ~=elease such inspiration , film
directors need more than spiritual resources to exhibit
their genius.
Film as a visual art is yet to be explored to anywhere
approaching its full potential. Hollywood and Co . are
content to follow a safe, moronic pattern of repetition
and few outside independent studios show any artistic
curiosity. Edinburgh Fringe Film is the only surviving
British bastion of a crucial and threatened genre and
ought to be acknowledged and supported as such .

JOHNNY HANDSOME
Cameo
Dir. Waiter Hill
"How'd you like a new face?"
A sigh of relief echoed round
the cinema as the surgeon
• whipped out his knife and set
to ' work on
restoring
'Elephant
Man'
Micky
Rourke's regular good looks.

John Sedley (aka 'Johnny
Handsome') is double crossed,
while helping out his old mate , by
two crime pro.s; street-wise
Sunny (a tough part played by
Ellen Barkin) and her bronzed
boyfriend
Rafe.
The
argumentative couple run of with
the fruits of the raid, killing
Joh~ny's friend and leaving him to

, the injured Johnny
winds up in hospital, where his
'fairy-godmother' doctor decides
to give him a new face, and a new
life.
Johnny's attempts to start a
new life lead most people to
believe that the do-good-doctor's
plan has worked; that a new face
can result in a new life. However,
failed
face the music. After
murder attempt in the state
another. of Johnny's old fnend's
see through the pretty-boy image
: and plagues Johhny to reveal
· where the killer's are. But Johnny
wants revenge himself.
Despite a flawless performance
f~o":J Mickey Rourke (excluding
h1s Incomprehensible mutterings
as Mr I've spent seven days in the
make-up department' Handsome
.. Thank God he didn't have many
hnes!), one feels that, yet again,
he has been type-cast as a
handsome, laid-back dude. Ellen ·

a

Barkin combines her acting
abilities, body and harsh looks to
· create ·the perfect bitch, and
succeeds.
If you we.re to walk out after
\ fifteen minutes of this film, you
would do so with the confidence
. that you hadn't missed much.
However, the film evolves from
your average cops and robbers
blurge into an intense and moving
I thriller
which begs the key
question- "Do looks dictate your
life?". Although the story-line
could only be rated mediocre, it
. should definitely be seen by those
who enjoy a violent, fairly actionpacked, Micky Rourke film. We
recommend you go and see it
anyway.

Kirsten Andree
Brigitte De-Lyle Yates

Out tomorrow free, featuring ...
INTERVIEWS-Martin Kemp
Barry Norman
Adam Mars-Jones
FEATURES- 'The aesthetics of Horror'
•
'The anaesthetics of Sex'
VIDEO & BOOK REVIEWS
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SEAN
ALEC
CONNERY
BALDWIN
Invisible, Silent, Stolen

THE HUNT FOR
RED OCTOBER (PG)
Sep perfs 1.15, 4.20, 7.40.

e RICHARD

ANDY
GERE
GARCIA
Trust him ... he's a cop.

INTERNAL AFFAIRS (18)
Sep perf 2.05, 5.05, 8.05.

e .JESSICA

MORGAN
TANDY
FREEMAN
Winner of 4 Oscars.

CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

{

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***
RICHARD GERE

JULIA ROBERTS

PRETTY WOMAN (15)
12.30, 3.00, 5.30, 8.30. Late shows Friday and Saturday at 11.30.
JOHN TRAVOLTA

KIRSTY ALLEY

LOOK WHO'S TALKING (12)
12.45, 3.1 o. 5.45, 8.45.

MICHAEL DOUGLAS

KATHLEEN TURNER
Showing at 8.35 only.
Bonded by blood ...

THE KRAYS (18)
Showing at 12.30, 3.00, 5.30, 8.30.
Sat. & Sun. at 5.30 and 8.30 only. Late show Fr.-Sat. at 11.15 pm .

DRIVING MISS DAISY (U)

THE AWARD WINNING

Sep perf2.20, 5.20, 8.20.
Saturday: 5.20 and 8.20 only.

Showing at 1.10, 3.20, 5.40.

Saturday ONLY

SKI-PATROL (PG)

DANNY DEVITO

THE WAR OF THE ROSES (15)

MY LEFT FOOT (12)
Freddie's Back!

A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET- 5 (18)
2.00, 4.00, 6.00, 8.50. Sat. & Sun. at 6.00 & 8.50. Late show Fri. & Sat. at 11.30.

One perf at 2.20.
Student D&ount available OD Mondays ONLY
OD produdioll ol current matriculation card.

Saturday and Sunday Only.
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN (U)
HONEY,I SHRUNK THE KIDS (U)
1.15,3.15.
12.55,3.15.

A TAP Convener
A KB Convener
All applications from The Advice Place
Closing date - Friday 11th may

On the eve o,fold · swingers James riding into chart territory with all
guns blazing, head honcho Tim Booth told Stuart Walker about
the!r ~even- year itch.
LAST WEDNESDAY Tim Booth, lead singer of perennial
indie favourites James was cynicalabout the chances of the
band's second single for Phonogram, How Was It For You,
cracking the TOJ? 40: "Yesterday the record company were
phoning up asking what kind of stage setting we wanted for
Top Of The Pops and I told them to 'Piss off. I'll believe it
when we're there."
Last Sunday How Was It For You charted at number 35 , having spent
all week as the biggest selling single in the North-west, but Booth's
caution is justified by a glance through the erratic history of the
(whisper it) Manchester band. Since their arrival in 1983 James have
been through three record companies (including an ill-fated flirtation
with another major, Sire), topped the independent charts only to be
thwarted in attempts at wider success and (several-times) have almost
gone to the wall financially. Now that the eclectic musical sound of the
seven-piece, centred around the tale-spinning songwriting of Booth, is
reaching out to Kylie-land, the heartache may be over. Is this, I ask
Tim, the result of unprecedentedly civil relationship with their new
record company?
"It's warmer than civil actually. They seem to be really into us.
Basically we'd recorded the LP before we went to them, so they fell in
love with the record without any changes, which is what we want.
Rough !rade were really good to us too , but they did look upon James
as not selling many records , just a highly artistic band that wasn 't going
to reach a mass audience. We don't believe that being artistic precludes
selling large numbers of records."
Proof positive of that last statement comes in the shape of How Was
It For You , guitar pop which sets the standard but not the style for the
forthcoming album Gold Mother: "There's a very strange mix of songs
on the LP: an eight minute weird improvised dance song- well you can
dance to it if you're like me - and there's a three minute metal Pixiestype song, so it really varies. " If you've gone to aJames concert over the
past year the chances are you'll have heard most of the album already.
" We've been playing a lot of the songs for ages now . On the first tour
with them we were playing 70 per cent completely new songs. That's the
point of playing new songs live: to sharpen them up , give them an MOT
in front of the audience."
In the midst of familiar favourites like What For and Medieval played
at last November's Calton Studios gig were a number of songs which
sounded less accessible, more experimental, if this is possible given the
peculiar mind of Booth . In the past he has cut a mystical dash in the
songwriting department, so one waits in trepidation to hear what
thought were occupying the man 's mind during the writing of Gold
Mother. He laughs. "Highly my~tical! Sex mainly. Come Home and
How Was It For You are quite relationship-based- to do with sex and
that kind of quicksand . It really depends on what gets to me at the time .
There's a song called Government War which is about the secret
services in this country and the way they tried to set up the Labour
Government and Peter Wright and John Stalker, so you could call that
poli~ical with a small p. There's a song about giving birth- just a weird

mixture of songs." Ah, no change there then. I am curious to know how
Booth comes to write this weird mixture: one can hardly imagine him
scribing gracefully over varnished oak while the sun streams in the bay
window and the children play on the lawn, so where do things like the
tale of "the tribe that drowned in the grave of gold" come from? "I only
write when I feel inspired, so it's always quite an intense thing. It
usually happens at night, through the night, something to do with
insomnia ... One or two of them are a bit hard to write but usually I'll get
it all·done in a three hour sitting; I'll write much too many lyrics and
choose the best. Lyrically the songs just reflect my head, which is
slightly dispersed over twenty continents."
Twenty undiscovered continents, that is. Tim Booth wouldn't sing
anything as obvious as "I am the resurrection", he would more likely
claim to be the Crown of Thorns. This idiosyncracy is what sets James
apart from city compatriots THe Stones Roses and The Happy
Mondays: perhaps it is a hindrance to have a genuinely interesting
personality fronting your band in Manchester. While James
floundered, the Roses and the Mondays broke through: were James
jealous?
.
"We were a bit jealous, yes, but then the Stone Roses camt: out with
Fools Gold which was such a good record that we just had to say 'Fair
enough'. They're a good band. The Mondays and the Carpets we took
on tour with us because we thought they were great bands. As long as
the bands that are getting through are good then it's OK, and they've
mainly been good. The new ones haven't had as much time to develop
themselves and are probably going to have a few problems. I wish them
luck. If you see Manchester as stretching from Joy Division then we're
part of that obviously, that kind of lineage. If it starts at the Stone Roses
then we're not."
Neatly put, Tim. James are about to embark on the adventure of
chart stardom , and it is gratifying and rewarding both for the band and
their followers that their success has been achieved without reference to
long-dead sub-cultures or horrendous bank balance-boosting cover
versions (they know who they are) . James, and in particular Tim
Booth, is the genuine article. A songwriter who doesn't need to
subliminate his own personality, a tour-de-force live performer and a
pleasant, amiable interviewee. I decide to press ahead with my plea for
world domination by the band of the moment, starting with the Tshirts ...
"So, Tim, the Come Home T-shirts are something of an item to be
seen in . Are you going to try to fit How Was It For You into a similar
design?"
"Ha! I don 't think so. Come Home was so neat . 'Come' and 'Home' ,
one letter difference, one has sexual connotation , tbe other is the thing
that sexual connotations tend to fight with : it eemed like a really good
concept. We're planning something for Gold Mother though ."
"Something to look out for. So, stadium rock beckons?"
"Absolutely , yeah ."
"And the Smash Hits circu ? Are you going to get on it?"
"I don 't know, to be honest. I'll tell you when it rolls into town ."
"You can see yourselves as pin-ups, though?"
"I think we're a very sexy band . There are some people in Jame that
I'd like to sleep with , and I hope that attitude i extended ... "
J ames just can 't go wrong.
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happening
SUNDAY

FILM
ALMHOUSE
2282688

LOTHIAN ROAD

1. SWEETIE
6.45pm, 8.45pm

7 CLERK STREET

2. NOTRE IDSTOIRE
6.15pm, 8.30pm

1. PRETIY WOMAN
Its that man again, Richard Gere proving
that for some people over-exposure is
not a problem.
12.30pm, 3.00pm, 5.30pm, 8.30pm
Fri. and Sat. at 11.30prn

!JEAN DE FLORETTE
230pm
SWEETIE
6.45pm, 8.45pm

1. TilE BIG EASY
2.30pm, 6.15pm
SWEETIE
8.45pn.
2. LEFT HANDED WOMAN
3.00pn, 6.Q<¥n, 8.30pm
FRIDAY
1. TilE BIG EASY
230pm
SWEETIE
5.00pn, 7.00pm, 9.00pm
SID AND NANCY and
DOGS IN SPACE

2. THE GOALKEEPERS FEAR OF
TilE PENALTY
2.15pn, 4.45pm
SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT
6.45pm, 8.45pm

I. NEVERENDING STORY
200pm

!.SWEETIE
2.30pm, 6.4Spm, 8.45pm

2. BLACK SITCOMS
lO.OOam, 2.30prn
Phone Filmhouse to confinn special
programme.
SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT
6.45pm, 8.45pm

MUSIC

Matinee c011cessio11S {1.00 Mon-Fri
No co11Cessio1JS at the weelund.
TUESDAY
ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BLUES BAND
Blues ,funnily enough
9.30pm free

ST JAMES OYSTER BAR

THURDAY

SUNDAY
CHINESE LAUNDRY
9.pm, Free

FRIDAY
TilE GREAT JUNCTION STREET
BAND
Yeh, you guessed it -Blues.
9.30pmFree

SATURDAY
JOHNOTWAY
Tis guy is a rock eccentric, apparently.
Must be before my time.
9.30pm
SUNDAY
TEXAS BREAKFAST
So whats that then? Oil rig on toast?
9.30pm

MONDAY
ROD PATERSON AND GUEST
Folk
9.pm, Free
TUESDAY
LOS SUPREMOS
Blues covers
9.pm, Free

THURSDAY
SHAG
Two floors-wonh for your money
The Mission, Victoria Street, & Shady
Ladl's, Cowgate
llpm- 3am
£2/£1.50 (take matric cards)
INSOMNIA
"Rave On" at Wilkie House .Lots of very
interesting music to suit all
tastesincluding That Petrol Emotin,
Adamski, Beats lntenational and a
sprinkling of The lnspiral Roses.
Thursday llpm-3pm
£3/£2 (bring matric card)

•

CHATEAUX CHA CHA
Blue oyster Clu.b:"Gay/straight club.
10.30pm-3am

-CANNON ·
1. HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER

l.lSpm, 4.20prn, 7.40prn

FRIDAY
DREAM

The Mission: tracksuits and waist
pouch thingys essential. Repotedly
good for it's type.
£3
MARLEYS
It lives up to it's title lots of danceable
reggae music.
£2
UFO
The Venue
·Lowtemp dance music
Stone r•)ses, house and techno etc
£2

4472660

£1.70 student concession all shows
except for the last showing in cinema 3
Mon-Fri and last two performances on
Saturdays.

SATURDAY
GWAR
This is a good one-Gwar tell us that they
were discovered when their manager
Sleazy P. Martini crash landed in the
Antartic and came across their frozen
bodies. There are 19 (11) of them and they
hold mock battles on stage (in the Venue
for gods sake!) Oh , and they look like
characters out of He-Man Castle
Greyskull is not safe.

MONDAY
VIOLENT ENDS
Should be two other local bvands as well.
•

I

MORAY HOUSE UNION
FRIDAY
CALL ME CLIVE
Local band who are ,rumour has it, rather
good live.

WEDNESDAY
TilE MAD JACKS ? TilE
SHADOWLAND and WORLDOGOOD
The first band are apparently from
Manchester if that appeals to you.
9pm-lam £2

<"GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow: Music good, drink cheap,
people outgoing and professional,
seeking suitable partner.
8 pm-/ am, students 50p with Matric
Card.
UFO
,The Venue: The lnspiral Mondays and
The Happy Roses played regularly to
keep those flares a flapping.
• Midnight-4 am, £2.
FLORAL RIOT

Good alternative to other Flday night
clubs. Plays jangly Indle stuff. Watch
out for the dry Ice.
Network 2 Tollcross
10.30-3 am

EARTH BEAT

SATURDAY

Lots of House.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm-3am
£3

MAMBO CLUB
Becoming steadily busier, this club
provides an African beat to the weekend.
Network 3, Tollcross
10.30pm-3am
£2.50/£2

2 · LOOK WHO'S TALKING
John Travolta manages to find himself
upstaged by the womb-wise quips of a
newly born baby.
2.30pm, 5,30pm, 8.30prn
3. MOUNTAINS OF THE MOON
2.00pm, 5.Q<¥n, 8.00pm

2. INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Bent cop Richard Gere resons to the
ultimate attack on the male ego in his
psychological battle with Andy Garcia·
by trying to sleep with his wife.
2.05pm, 5.0Spm, 8.05pm

SATURDAY
THE SPOOKS
THE VENUE
This is fast becoming the trendy place to
be on a saturday evening. So if you fancy
THURSDAY
being trendy, pop down and check out the
THE FAMILY CAT
sound of the sixties as these guys
HNagging Buzzsaw pop" as one reviewer
remember them.
called them. This lot are heading for the ·
dizzy heights of indie pop stardom. Should · I ()pm - 3am £2
be busy.

MONDAY
OR FEELGOOD
Tes it really is! Those wonders of
FRIDAy
yeste~ear, I remember it all .... well maybo RIDE
not qune all.
Another busy night for the bar staff and
9.30pn£4
another indie pop band tipped for top.

CLUBS

DOMINION
NEWBATTLE TER

1. THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
2.10prn, 5,10pm, 8.10prn

2. ONCE UPON A TIME IN TilE WEST
Henry Fonda and Charles Bronson star
in this elegy to the death of the West.
With the essential spaghetti western
score by Ennio Morricone.
2.30pm, 5.30prn
TilE CITADEL
8.45pm

THURSDAY
PIDL BANCROFT
Jazz
9.pm, Free

Fab name of the week.
9.30pmFree

2.00pn, 4.00pm, 6. Q<¥n, 8.50pm
Fri. and Sat. at l1.30pm
HONEY I SHRUNK TilE KIDS
12.55pm, 3.15pm

229 3030
LOTHIAN ROAD
-------------

PRESERVATION HALL
TINY CROCKETI AND TilE
ROCKETTS

Prices vary between £1.50 and £2.90
according to perfor1711J11ces.Student
cofiCessiofiS on double bills

£1.75 st"4ent concessiofiS·UIItil 6pm.
Normal price £2.60
WEDNESDAY

_38_H_O_M_E_S_TR_E_ET-,-_ _ _.;:;22::8:..:4:..:.14~11

THE ABYSS and
AUENS
Saturday 11.15pm

5. NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 50

2. BLACK RAIN
6.00pm, 8.15pm

CAMEO

EARTHGIRLS ARE EASY and
HAIRSPRAY
Friday ll.ISpm

4. TIIEKRAYS
Mon.-Fri. 12.30pm, 3.00pm
Mon.-Sun. 5.30pm, 8.30pm
Fri. and Sat at 11.30pm
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN
l.lSpm, 3.15pm Sat. and Sun. only

1. JEAN DE FLORETTE
2.30pm, 6.15pm
SWEETIE
8.45pm

£3.001£230, £1.60 student discoiUII on
MondiJys.

JOHNNY HANDSOME
3.00pm, 5.00pm, 7.00pm, 9.00pm

3. MY LEFT FOOT
l.lOpm, 3.20pm, 5.40prn
WAR OF TilE ROSES
8.35pm

2. I BE DONE BEEN WAS IS
With a title like that this documentary
about Black COilledy must be wonh
seeing- if only it was possible to ask for
a tickeL
6.15pm, 8.30pm

SATURDAY

SWEETIE
Two sisters, one with a prophetic phobia
for trees and the other burdened with the
desire for fame, ensure a lively tragiCOilledy.
5.00pm, 7.~. 9.00pm

6677331

2. LOOK WHO'S TALKING
124Spm, 3.10pm, 5.45pm, 8.45pm

TUESDAY

ll.O<¥n

3. DRIVING MISS DAZY
2.2Spm, 5.25pm, 8.2Spm

ODEON

MONDi\Y

THURSDAY

.£2.50

student

NEGOCIANTS
THURSDAY
THE JUICY FRUIT BAND
Something to chew on.
9.45pm,Free
SATURI>AY
BA BEL
Towering above the resL ?
9.4Spm, Free
SUNDAY
CADILLAC
But are they Pink?
9.45pm,Free
MONDAY
THE REFUGEES
Blues Country Rock fronted by Fjaere
Nilsson.
9.45pm,Free
TUESDAY
RAW DEAL
Blues.
9.45pm,Free
WEDNESDAY
PERISTALSIS BROTHERS
Probably Blues covers
9.45pm,Free

THE PLAYHOUSE
THURSDAY
liT MAN AND HER ROADSHOW
Sonial Big Fun! Yell!+ surprise guest!
7.30pm£5.00
POWER
The Mission: Wot no Kangaroo Klub?
10 pm-3 am, £3.
PARADE
Wilkie house
More enjoyable for no need to impress
here. A mix of mainstream rap, garage,
house and funk.
llpm-3am
students £2.50

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
Potterrow: Leave the house music and
fruit machines and venture , if you dare ,
upstairs to sample the amazing pinball
•nachines or even the overwhelming
change machine .
8 pm-/ am, students 50p with Matric
Card, guests £I .50:
•HE DEEP .
The Mission
10.30 pm-3 am , £2

student

happening

UNIVENTS
THURSDAY
E.U.S.A. ELECTIONS

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Joint meal and worship with all the other
Christian societies.
R.S.V.P. to Clare (447 5788).
7 .OOpm in the Chaplaincy Centre.

Make an effon to lose that student
INSOMNIA
apathy and take 5 minutes out of your
"Rave On" at Wilkie House .
hectic schedule to vote. There are polling
Thursda)i llpm-3prn
stations everywhere .
£3/£2 (bring matric card )
Remember your matric card.

I pm, Chaplaincy Centre

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE

KING'S BUILDING
LUNCHTIME TALK
BACI'ERIAL CHANGES IN OUR
FOOD
Professor J.G Collee, Depanment of
Bacteriology
1pn, snack lunch at 12.45pm

He's coming back- Heaven and the
second coming.
Speaker Dennis Lennon.
7.30pm

GREEN BANANA

cius

Indie and alternative in our favourite
nightspot.
Evening, Potterrow.
SOp with matric card

IDSTORICAL SOCIETY
Lecture by Prof. Douglas Johnson of

TEVIOT ROW UNION

University College, London enti~e.d "..
General de Gaulle: a time for revmon
Kirkpatrick Library, W.R.B.
6.15pn

Happy Hour 8.30-9.30pm
Union open till 2am
A variety of entenainment, from the disco
upstairs, to the disco downstairs, with
MTV somewhere in between.

THEATRE

!b43LlliHI!ll.GH~ST!wRL.IoJEEio.JT~--~556""-"9""'57~9

TRAVERSE THEATRE
GRASSMARKET

226 2633

MAKE ME A STATUE
Play about the affair between Camille
aaudel and Auguste Rodin.
Until13 May
7.30pm

£5!£3
ORlON AND THE BEAR
Dealing with the life of two people who
work beneath the platform of an
underground station picking up the bodies
of suicide victims.
Tue 15- Sun 20

E>U> HOT AIR BALLON CLUB
For nonnal flying details meet at the
Doctors pub on Fridays g,30- 9.30pm

CHINESE ACROBATS FROM
TAIPEI
A fun night out at the Usher Hall. Tickets
from Usher Hall box office- £5/£3 (half
price for children and OAPs)

7.00pm

. CHAPLAINCY CENTRE

EU FOLK CLUB

9.00am in the Chapd

9pm, Pleasance

Christianity in Eastern Europe.
An ex minister from Otzcchoslovakta
will be discussing the current situation in
Eastern Europe and the role that
Christianity has been playing.
7.00prn Chaplaincy Centre

WEDNESDAY
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

swss

page iii

NETHERBOW

ALL OTHER PLACES/ BOTH SIDES
UPFRONT
Two shows by Andy Mackie performed
by Fife College.
10- 12 May

IT'S FRIDAy AND THEY DON'T
SEND ME FLOWERS ANY MORE
Pat Trevor's play about the p~b1ems
faced by the friends and relauves of those
suffering from Alzheimer's disease. All
profits to Alzheimer's Scotland
Wed 16 - Sat 19 May
Spm
£3/£2

7.~

SATURDAY
E.U. SINGERS

FRENCH SOC LUNCH

Performance of Handel's "Israel in
Egypt". Tickets from members or at door.
7.45pn.
Reid Concert Hall

All welcome for brie, baguettes, and
beaucoup de vin.
lpm, French Dept Basement, 60 George
Square

APOCALYPSE

LUNCHTIME CONCERT

This club is pulling in more punters than
Chambers St has ever seen before - get
down there and see for yourself.
Evening, Chambers St

Concen by studenu of the faculty of
Music.
1.10pm Reid Concen Hall

MONDAY
EU CONSERVATIVE &
UNIONIST AS SO CIA TION
I pm, Teviot Middle Reading Room

229120

TOTALLY FOXED
A new farce by Steven cooke and
Justin Greene Involving Dallas,
corporations and undoubtedly some
computers
Moo7· Sat 12 May
£6.50·£3.50
THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE
Gilbert and Sullivan masreplcce with
such classics as "Climbing over rocky
mountains", and 'A policeman's lot is
not a happy one".
Moo 14 & tues 15 May
7.30pm
£5-£12.50

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
Interdenominational Service of Holy
Conununioo.

l.IOpn, Chaplaincy Centre

I

ALL EU CLUBS CAN ADVERTISE
THROUGH WHATS ON ...JUST
Life Drawing aasses every Tuesday and
LET US HA YE THE DETAILS OF
Wednesday. Bring Materials
THE MEETING OR EVEN!' BY
7-9pm, Top Aoor, Hunter Building, An
lpm ON MONDAY, AT THE
College, Lauriston Place, £2.
STUDENT OFACES.

THE MODERN ART SOCIETY

BEDLAM

KING'S THEATRE
2 LEVEN STREET

The SCM Scottish secretary, Nick
Davies will be leading a training session
on commitee and group skills.
Chaplaincy Centre

ROYAL LYCEUM
2259873.

2 FQRRE5T RQAD

GR/NDLAY STREET
OFFfHE WALL

RAT IN THE SKULL
EUTC perform a complicated story not
about police brutality which " serves to
illustrate that nothing is simple where N.
Ireland is concerned.
Until12 May
7.30pm
£3/£2.50

I An innovative programme of new
German and Scottish writing featunng
the work or Heiner Muller, Tankred
Dorst , Robert Silver and Grace Barnes.
Tues lst-Satl2 May
7.45pm(Mats 2.30pm)
£2.50-50p
o5pn)

PLAYHOUSE
GREEN$/DE PLACE

5572590

EVITA
First it was Cats now this. What is The
Playhouse coming to.
Tue 15- Sat 26 May; Wed & Sat mats.
7.30pm (Mats 2.30pm)
£8.50- £15.50

BRUNTON THEATRE
MUSSELBORQUGH

665 2240

WATER OF LIFE
Chris Ballan'ces play about the infamous
Burlce and Hare.
Wed 16 May
7.30pn
£4.25

£5!£3

EXHIBITIONS
GALLERY OF MODERN ART
-BELFORD ROAD

556 8921

FRENCH CONTEMPORARY ART
· 1960-1990
.
Selection of artwork from the Calms
region.
Until28 May.
Mon-Sat 10.30am-4.30pm; Sun 2.30-4.20
pm.

CITY ART CENTRE
GEORGE SQUARE

6671011 PICTURES OF PEOPLE
Photographs of Edinburgh residents by a
local photographer Tim Curtis.
A REMARKABLE IMPROVEMENT:
Until May 31st
fDSTORICAL ASPECTS OF FOOD,
DRINK AND HEALTH IN
SCOLTLAND .
Exhibition in the Drummond Room in
THE FRENCH INSTITUTE
association with the Edinburgh Festival
13RANDOLPH CBESCENT 225 5366
of Science. This probably beats the
Library coffee bar, playing on the
computers and working hands down and FEMMES DE MES AUTRES FOIS ET
as it requires little of no effort to get there DE MAINTENANT
, A display of 88 photographic portraits of
it is weU worth a visit.
women from 1904-1980 by the French
Until29 June.
photographer Jacques Henri Latigue.
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm .
11 May - 6 June

Too (Thur 1O.OO)and Bertrand
Taverniers Summer in the Country
(thur 11.45), This rich subtle movie
is like Wild Strawberries remade by
Jean Renoir according to the
This Saturday sees Celtic and Observer.
,
.
.
their cocksure captain Paul McStay
Comic Book Confidenttal (F~t
trying to salvage something fro~ a 11.20 C4) foll~ws last weeks .Ytz
quite appaling season in the Scotttsh documentary wtth a more senous
Cup Final (Sat 2.05 STV)against study of the history and development
Aberdeen.
·
of the American comic from the
Wednesday night sees patriotic bravery of Captain America
Scotland stumble on down the rocky to the recent scurrilous parody of
road to Italy with a warm-up match Mickey Mouse in compromising
against Egypt (Wed 10.35 We?)and positions.
.
Racing from Chester thts
its a game the team has to wm to
have any chance against the likes of afternoon on Channel Four features
that well known footballing nation the Ormonde EBF Stakes where
Costa Rica. Jim White as usual Sudden Victory could well go close
provides his witty sparkling analysis. while Absoloution , given an inside
Channel Four could have draw could repeat last years
unearthed another superior American succe~s in the following race at 4 .15,
sitcom to rival Cheers, Kate & Allie, and if that was"nt enough for the
Golden Girls, Roseanne .. .with the afternoon , we"ve got The Castle Of
arrival of My Two Dads (Thur 9.30). Adventure as well (STY 4.40)
Two old college rivals inherit a 12 Finally , why not recover from the
year-old daughterwith ~onseque~t Friday night gubbing by tuning into
laughter and japes- Stact Keanan ts Radio 4 at 1.00 on Saturday for
particulru-ly good as the precocious Words in which that well known
youngster.
. celebrity Gabriel Jo sipovic i laments
Sunday ~ees the sec~nd film m the loss of the great cities of the
.
the new Movtedrome seru~s .' Terry Eastern Mediterranean and with
.Gilliams imaginative, futunsttc bla.c k then a polyglotism which ' it is said,
comedy Brazil (BBC2 10.00) w~!le is an index of harmonious human eoChannel Four is showing the gntty
.
h
1
. S ue an d B o b cxtstence,
bleak sex-comedy R Ita,
, so t ere.

TV GUIDE

369 GALLERY

225 2424 ~233~COQ!!W~GA!I.llE.L.._ ___.22
....S._.3=0~t3

MARKET STREET

NATIONAL GALLERY OF
SCOTLAND
THE MOUND

556 8921

DINASAURS ALIVE
If you can stand the queues then .try to
make a visit to the exhibition whtch
staned the city's dinasaur craze off.
Until3 June
Mon- sat 1Oam-5pm

THE FRUIT MARKET
GALLERY
MARf(ET STREET

HELEN FLOCKHART: PAINTINGS
First British solo work.
Unti120May
Mon-sat 10am-5.30pm; Sun l -5.30pm

LA BELLE ANGELE
225 2U4

MIXED SHOW
Until lst June
A collection of work by local artists.

CENTRAL LIBRARY
ROMANTICK VIEWS BY JOHN
CLARK OF ELDIN
Work by an 18th century amatuer artist
come draper.
Until3 june.

GEORGE IV BRIDGE

556 8921

HOW TO MAKE A PORTRAIT
Basically "Why people take photographs
instead of painting them and how they do
it".
Until )6 ~une

HANOVER FINE ART
22A DUNDAS ST.

556 2181

THE 5TH ANNIVERSARY
EXHIBITION
_A retrospective look at the gallerys first
5 years.
5-28 May
Mon-Fri lOam- 5.30pm; Sat 10am-4prn

TALBOT RICE ART
GALLERY
01.0 COOI.EGE

SCOTTIS BOOK PRINTING 1507·
. 1988
A dazzling 481 years of Scottish printing
May- 21 June

RIVERS OF mE CITY
Work by pupils of Edinburgh Academy
on Edinburgn 's rivers and stream~. In the
Fine Art Library.
Until30 May.
Mon-Fri 9 am-8 pm; Sat 9 am-noon

667 1011

FIELD
A mixed collection of work by Mathew
Inglis, Gordon Brennan and !an Kane.
12 May - 9 June.

90S GALLERY

225 5584 GLASGOW

PORTRAIT GALLERY
QUEEN STREET

..

225 2383

HASUES CLOSE
THE CONSUL SMITH
COLLECTION
From Raphael to Canaletto, an excelle.nt
collection of 17th and 18th century Italian
anwork with some works going on show
for the first time
11 May - 16 June.

NEW SCOTTISH COLOURISTS
work of cour artists , three who we~
influenced by the colourisu and studted
in Edinburgh in thr 70s.
Until 23 JIUie.
.
The gallery will host a four day od
painting workshop 25 - 29 June (contact
the gallery for details).

041 339 3158

MA YFEST EXHIBITION
How 20 of Glasgow's leading artists
view their ciy
3 May- 30 May
moo-Sat lOam - 6pm

• QUEEN'S HALL
CLERK STREET
PAINTING THE PAST
Paintings by Mary Scott

668 2019

'
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UNIVERSITY FLATS
NEWING TON
I SINGLE ROOM
in a 3 person flat .
Rent £II2 4 weekly and bills
Ref. No.01553
I SINGLE ROOM (Sciennes)
n a 5 person flat
Rent: £98.20 pcm
Ref. No.OI588

FESTIVAL ACCOMODATION
WANTED

For 27 Sussex University students
Any donations to: Lida Paterova Old
between Aug, 12 and Sept 2 for 8 of
· College ext. 4321 or 79 Dalkeilh Road or
them and between Aug. 12 and Sept 2 for I4 East Preston Street.
the rest.
Sale starts 26th May, !lam, University
Ideally 3 large 3/4 bedroom flats.Around Refectory, Pouerow.
£550 a flat. or possibly a swop down in
50% of proceeds to Sunday Mail Cot
sunny Brighton.
Death Appeal.
Tel: Colin Femandez (0273) 207 440 or
Dominic Maxwell (0273) 600 840. Or
write to Colin Femandez, 32A Upper
North Street, Brighton, BNI 3FG

COMFY TOLLCROSS FLAT .
l SINGLE ROOM
in a 4 person flat
Rent: £99 pcm and shared bills.
Male preferred.

CENTRAL
l SINGLE ROOM
in a~ person flat .
Rem: £99 pcm and shared bills
· Ref. No.01543

MARCHMONT
3 SINGLE ROOMS
In a 5 person flat
Rent: £99 pay pbn and shared bills
Ref. No. OI540
NEW TOWN

Needs responsible non- smoking
occupants for the summer.
I double room, I single room
25 June to 25 September
£275p.m.
Phone 229 255I

2 SINGLE ROOMS
to let in "palatial" flat. All mod cons:
central heating, wasshing machine,
' shower,
Front and back garden. 10 minutes from
the University
June- end September
Rent £II8. 75 p.c.m. & bills
Phone 229 7925 (evenings)
Females, non smokers preferred

I COMPLETE TWIN OR I DOUBLE
HONDA VISION 50cc MOPED
ROOM (West End)
in a 3 person Oat
2 Y~~ old, 1600 miles, very good
Rent: £II5 pcm and bills
~JUon. Comes complete with box
pamer and helmet.
Ref. No.01567
, £495 o.n.o.
Tel: 664 1723

2 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 4 person Oat.
Rent: £95 and £liS pcm and bills.
Ref. No.01568

A warm wekomt awaits you at the

ARGYLE
BAR
A fine selection of real ales
OPEN ALL DAY

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and 2pm
You'll find us at

15 Argyle Place
Edinburgh

E.U. DAY NURSERY NEEDS
YOUR JUMBLE

WORD PROCESSING
Student discount.
Free collection and delivery service.
Contact 312 6380

The new

FREEWHEELIN'
CYCLE SHOP
now at

FAST REPA!R SERVICE
& BIKE HIRE AVAILABLE

21 years or over with driving lisence for
outings once a week for underprivileged
kids (7-15)
Phone Kathy 556 4502. or come to Tues
lunchtime meetings in Bannermans pub.
Non drivers also welcome.

PIONEER PL12D TURNTABLE
Good condition, excellent sound.
£40o.n.o.
Tel: Jonathon 667 7157

,LEARN SIGN LANGUAGE FREE
10 lessons to start ASAP. Absolutely no
experience required
Phone Nick on 5560419
·•

Rather more in~
teresting for those of us who hoped
all that sort of thing had died with the
GERMAN LESSONS
Shop Assistants (mark 1) is the
offered by native speaker (student
fr9Ql Germany). GRAMM4& __! appearance of Toumam Habate at
LANGUAGE- CULTURE. I George Square Theatre on Friday.
can also help people,' translating He's from Mali and is described as
difficult German texts. For details the King of the kora - the West
call Richard Birke; 031 667 2533. African Harp.

and try our tasty selection of
Baked Potatoes,Soups,Hot
Pies,Pizzas and Italian Filled
Rolls.Our extensive draught
beer selection includes:

BELHAVEN 80/- ·
COURAGE DIRECTORS
BEAM ISH
MURPHYS
TENNENTS LAGER
BELHAVEN LAGER
All Baked Potatoes
with filling 95p

From the sublime to
the ridiculous- Saturday sees GW AR
arrive at the Venue. They have fifteen members, dress up in Dungeons
and Dragons style costumes, and
sound like Motorhead.
And they still haven't been locked
up?
John Tuson

..Ile
----·
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•
•••

•
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•••
•
•••
•
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TilE MOST COMPRENSIVE GUIDE TO TilE
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL AND FRINGE. ..
is looking for reviewers and a sales manager
Further details and written applications:

e

open seven days
food served all day tri a. sat

res tau r a n t :·
•

...~·~~51

ALAN MORRISON I JANE HUMPHRIES
FESTIVAL TIMES
48, THE PLEASANCE
EDINBURGH

·-·····~-.---~....:

Come down to the

OLD GREEN TREE
BAR & BEER
GARDEN

On Friday Ride who
are ... enn... riding high on the chan
success of their Play E.P. arive for
whatshouldbeafairlypackedevent·
the night before sees the slight!;
lessm hyped Family Cat paradinl!
their melodic pop.

CHILDRENS HOLIDAY
VENTURE NEEDS DRIVERS

91 ,Siateford Road
TEL: 337 2351
Stockists of:
DAWES
DIAMOND BACK
MUDDY FOX
RIDGEBACK
TOWN SEND
EMMELLE
&Second hand bicycles

As usual, a bit of a mixed bag this
week, but nestling in amongst all the
fat old men playing dull covers are a
few choice items. If that noisy, jungly pop currently being championed
by the NME is your thing, the Venue
is your place.

WETHERBY OFFICE
TRAINING

SCOTlAND
AT THE

CROSSROADS

BOOK NOW FOR
SUMMER COURSES IN

·-

BOBBY

OOI1E SIMPLY
GOOD l-fOME COOKING
..12. .rioon'
.9 p.rO. ..
OPEN SUNDAY
.-UJNqrnME & EVENtrfCi

•

*TYPING
*SHORTHAND
*COMPUTING

*WORD PROCESSING
*AUDIO
*BOOK-KEEPING

INTENSIVE OR PART TIME COURSES
START DAILY

STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
OPEN DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS
93 HIGH STREET
THE ROYAL MILE
EDINBURGH

031-225 8626

'

